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Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879

INSIDE:
A collection of pictures
from this year's performance of Campus
Lights is featured in
today's issue. Page IB

SPORTS:
The Calloway County
Lakers and Lady Lakers as well as the Murray High Tigers all fell
in basketball action
Tuesday night. Page
211

Athletic spending under scrutiny
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & Time. Stott Writer

In a period of budget cuts
throughout programs at Murray
State University, the university's
athletic program is coming under
closer scrutiny.
At Tuesday's meeting of the
Faculty Senate, Louis Beyer, professor in the Department of Physics
and Astronomy and a member of
the Intercollegiate Athletic Coun-

cil, said he favors closing the
spending gap between athletics and
academics.
"The position I've taken is that
what is appropriate for increases in
funds for athletics is appropriate
for everything else. When bad
times come along, I look for appropriate things to happen," he said.
Stiatistics presented at the meeting show the amount the university
subsidizes athletic programs have
increased from $2,198,942 in

1990-91 to a projected $2,455,432
in 1992-93. The current year's figures were unavailable.
Beyer did say, however, that part
of the blame for the increases
should rest with the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
which is requiring MSU to offer 25
men's and women's scholarships in
addition to those offered for men's
and women's basketball and
football.
"It's pushing realism to think

"Everyone wants to appear on
we'll generate much more money.
The way I see it, if this much is CBS in the NCAA tournament in
required for the (athletic) mission, March. Bigger schools are pushing
I think we ought to rethink the smaller schools to meet their stanmission.
dards. The OVC is committed to
MSU Athletic Director Michael staying in Division I basketball and
Strickland said because the NCAA we're expected to have these comhas mandated a certain number of mitments," he said.
sports, contests and scholarships
Don Kassing, vice-president of
for the 298 schools that play Divi- university relations and administrasion 1 basketball, he has very little tive services, said MSU's problem
room to compromise in the athletic
(Coni'd on page 2)
budget.

Cory refusing
extradition
to face charges

Doing his curls

WEDNESDAY
February 5
WORLD
CARACAS, Venezuela - A
weary President Carlos Andres
Perez called on Venezuelans to
return to work today after loyalist forces thwarted a coup
attempt involving elite units
from the country's most powerful garrisons. Page 3A

STATE
PADUCAH - Water lines will
be extended north of the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion plant
with the U.S. Department of
Energy footing the bill to head
off any more discoveries of contaminated water. Page 3A

SPORTS
Murray State Racer football
officials announced today that
one coaching vacancy has been
filled, but two spots are still
open. Page 2B

Tuesday evening. Jones has plenty
Murray resident Greg Jones spots his pi ugi t. in front ufl the mirror as he works out at a local health club
ground hog report.
recent
the
to
according
away
further
even
be
may
which
of time to get in shape for the spring season

Jones endorses Clinton for president
WASHINGTON - The men
who want to be president have
clearly learned to manage their
money with family incomes
placing them in the top 5 percent. Page 3A

FORECAST
Tonight: Mostly clear. Low 30
to 35. Light wind. Thursday:
Mostly sunny. High in the lower
50s.

POLLEN/MOLD

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Kentucky's presidential preference primary
isn't until May 26, but Arkansas
Gov. Bill Clinton says that's not
too far away.
"This is a state I want to win in
November, and I don't think you
should come calling late," Clinton
said.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.5, -0.1; below 306.6, -0.8
BARKLEY LAKE
354.5, -0.1; below 306.8, -1.3
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Two Sections - 20
Calendar
Classifieds
Comics
Crosswords
Dear Abby
Horoscope
Murray Today
Obituaries
Perspective
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TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916
••••
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Tunes by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular ofnce hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 8
a.m.-noon Saturday.

By CHARLES WOLFE
FRANKFORT, Ky.- The General Assembly left his office a hollow shell. But John Stephenson, the
superintendent of public instruction, is fighting his status as a
figurehead.
Stephenson filed suit on Tuesday

••••

Arkansas," Clinton said.
Middle-class values dominate
both states, and the people who
identify themselves as such have
suffered under Republican presidents, he said.
Clinton listed a host of initiatives he would champion as president - tax changes to encourage
investment in the domestic economy, full funding for Head Start
preschool programs, national col-

lege loan programs, and a national
system that "guarantees every
American a basic system of health
care."
Repeatedly through his brief
address to a packed Capitol Rotunda, Clinton chided incumbent
Republican President George Bush
and his laissez-faire attitude toward
govemmeni
"For 10 years, the middle class
has gone downhill," Clinton said.

to have the salary and trappings of
the superintendent's office
restored.
The lawsuit in Franklin Circuit
Court alleges it was unlawful for
the General Assembly to shift control of state schools from an
elected superintendent to an
appointed commissioner.
That was part of the 1990 Ken-

tucky Education Reform Act,
which also abolished the Department of Education and gave the
new commissioner one-time
authority to re-establish it.
The suit demands that Stephenson be given the full salary of a
constitutional officer - $67,378
this year - and office space.
The education law made the

commissioner, Thomas Boysen,
Kentucky's chief state school officer as of Jan. 1, 1991.
John Brock, Stephenson's predecessor as superintendent, had no
actual duties his last year in office
but retained his salary. The law
specified that the salary was to be
reduced to $3,000, the constitutional minimum, at the end of Brock's

term.
That put the superintendency on
a par with the state Railroad Commission, which has few actual
duties but is preserved in the Kentucky Constitution. Its three members also draw $3,000 salaries.
Stephenson's suit, however,
(Cont'd on page 2)

Poll: economy Man on the Street
saps Bush's
On recent remarksfrom Japanese about 'lazy' American workers:
public support
NEW YORK - An Associated
Press poll showing widespread
doubts that President Bush
serves re-election reflects the
ublic's instinct to blame someone
for the nation's recession, analysts
said.
Of the 1,000 adults polled, 48
percent said Bush does not deserve
a second term, 38 percent said he
does and 15 percent had no answer.
The Democrats outpolled the
Republicans, 41 percent to 32 percent, as the party that can do a better job of dealing with the economy. Half the remaining people
said neither party can do a better
job, and half didn't know.
The poll was taken last Wednesday through Sunday by ICR Survey
Research Group of Media, Pa. It
followed Bush's State of the Union
speech last Tuesday, the president's most publicized attempt to
address economic concerns.

. . . .. . •.. •. ..,•.... • r

..t..

Clinton apparently will have
some help winning in May.
Gov. Brereton Jones, a handful
of other state officers, at least three
dozen state legislators and two former governors endorsed Clinton's
presidential aspirations on
Tuesday.
Clinton said his Arkansas roots
give him a special appreciation for
Kentucky.
"I think the state is a lot like

LOS ANGELES (AP) Entertainer Troy Cory on Tuesday refused extradition to Kentucky, where he faces 20 felony
theft counts for allegedly refusing to pay employees at two
broadcast stations he owns.
Cory remained free on
$25,000 bond pending another
hearing scheduled for March 5
in Los Angeles Municipal
Court.
The singer was arrested on
Jan. 3 at his home in Pasadena
on a Calloway County, Ky.,
indictment charging him with
theft of services. The indictment, returned in December,
alleges that Cory deprived as
many as 20 employees of radio
station WNBS-AM and lowpower television station WNBS
in Murray, Ky., of their wages.
Cory has denied the charges.
He said he was trying to sign
the employees to personal services contracts so they could
produce their own programs and
market them through the
stations.
If convicted, Cory could be
sentenced to one to five years in
prison on each count.
Last month, Cory filed a $12
million lawsuit against the former owner of WNBS and a
Murray bank that held an interest in the stations. He alleged
they defrauded him in the sale
of the stations last year.
Both stations have been off
the air since December and arc
now under the supervision of a
court-appointed receiver.
Cory claims to have sold millions of pop music albums in
China. He also says he is the
grandson of Nathan B. Stubblefield, an eccentric Kentucky
inventor who Cory claims
invented radio.

Stephenson sues to regain salary and office
Associated Press Writer

1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

50 CENTS
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GLENN FRITTS

DR. J.H. LIPFORD

BILL MUSSER

It might be true, but I don't think
they have a right to say that after
all we've done for them.

I think they (the remarks) are irresponsible and I think they were
U.S.-bashing. People should run
from Japanese products like they
were the plague.

I don't think they're doing the
American people justice. They
moved in with cheap products and
once they got people convinced,
they raised their prices.

LUCILLE WHITE
I think there arc as many lazy
Japanese as Americans. At first the
remarks made me angry...I could
see what they were saying because
we make higher wages and they
don't get as much vacation time.
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Workplace safety bill sets new battleground

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

!7PiciglY w1991Y I
nu Amur
laat IIEyeaar um
%UM ITseMC
Tuesday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 1-3-4 (one, three,
four); Cash
Five:
9-14-25-29-33
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By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Prose %WIWI

FRANKFORT, Ky. — A bill to
dramatically hike the penalties for
violating Kentucky's workplace
safety laws fairly glided through
the House with labor backing.
But employers, who claim some
within their ranks could be put out
of business, are making a stand in
the Senate.
They gained at least a respite
Tuesday when the Senate Labor
and Industry Committee delayed a
vote on House Bill Ill.
The bill, which the House passed

UNITED NATIONS (AP) —
Iraq has violated the Persian Gulf
war cease-fire agreement by refusing to allow the United Nations to
ensure that it neither builds nor
buys new weapons of mass destruction, a U.N. official says.
In addition, President Saddam
Hussein's government called off
talks that were to begin today in

committee the fate of the bill was
"no personal thing with me."
"You either pass the bill and we
keep state primacy, or you don't
pass the bill and we go under federal" jurisdiction, Cyrus said.
"All labor and management
would rather be under a state plan
than federal," he said.
Added Kembra Taylor, a Labor
Cabinet attorney: "We're not out
to put anybody out of work or out
of business."
But some say that is precisely
what would happen. Many small
businesses would be left with no
money for safety measutes, said

Vienna to Arrange the sale of Iraqi
oil to buy400d and medicine and
pay reparations, another U.N.
spokesmen said Tuesday.
Stung by a U.N. trade embargo,
Iraq has experienced food shortages and soaring prices.
In a message to the United
Nations, Iraq said it will not accept
the monitoring of future arms-

building or purchasing, said Rolf
Ekeus, chairman of the U.N. special commission that is in charge of
dismantling Iraqi weapons.
Ekeus said in a telephone interview that the U.N. Security Council could take up the matter as early as today, when it was scheduled
to review sanctions imposed on
Baghdad following the country's

August 1990 invasion of Kuwait.
Although sometimes creating
obstacles or hiding military equipment, Bagh•ad has grudgingly
comp • wi i U.N. efforts to identify an;1,.
.1 oy Iraq's nuclear,
chemica
biological weapons
under terms of the gulf war ceasefire dictated by the U.S.-led allies
and approved by the Security

Stephenson sues to regain salary...
(Cont'd from page 1)
alleges the General Assembly cannot discriminate among constitutional officers.
Stephenson was sworn into
office on Jan. 6, shocking an inauguration crowd at the Capitol by
declaring himself the rightful head
of the state school system.
Defendants in the suit were Gov.
Brereton Jones, Boysen, state
Finance Secretary Joe Prather and
the Ohio Valley Education
Cooperative.
The constitution requires the

By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
Service
and Tax
Page at 753-8107
Call Tony

When You Need
A Doctor On
Saturdays,
H i Niedical
•i ces Will
Answer The Call.

I

f illness gets you down on
Saturday. you don't have to wait
until Monday to see a doctor.
That's because Hughes Medical
Offices is offering Saturday hours
from 9 a.m. to noon during the
cold and flu season.
We're also pleased to announce
that as an added convenience to
our patients, Hughes Medical
Offices now accepts assignment
on all Medicare claims.

Saturdays:9 a.m.-Noon
Monday-Friday: 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
(502) 759-9200 or 1-800-932-2122
Dr. Robert Hughes-Family Practice

Dr. Joyce Hughes-Pediatrics
Dr. Rob Korolevich- Family Practice

YourT H hes
With Ca,r.

Kentucky to enforce ILS own occupational safety laws. Cyrus and
Labor Cabinet officials say Kentucky will lose that primacy if its
enforcement fails to keep pace with
the federal Occupational Safety and
Health Administration.
But the Senate committee had
questions about how the cabinet
defined a willful violation or
decided when an employer would
be cited as a repeat violator. Sen.
Walter Baker, R-Glasgow, successfully moved to have the bill laid
aside until the committee's next
meeting.
Cyrus, D-Flatwoods, told the

Helen Garrett, a lobbyist and former state senator from Paducah.
Her clients include Rail Services
Inc. of Calvert City, which last
spring was fined a state-record
S162,000 after an accidental explosion killed a railcar worker and
injured two others.
The Labor Cabinet said the
worker who died was illegally
using an electric pump, rather than
a special vacuum, to clean the
inside of a tank car.
"Small businesses want to comply, want to do what's right. They
don't need to be forced," Garrett
said in an interview.

Iraq rejects oil sales, UN control over arms programs

Tax Consultation

1

91-0 on Jan. 17, would adopt the
federal government's schedule of
penalties, which increased last
year.
It would require the state Labor
Cabinet to fine an employer at least
$5,000 for a willful violation and
as much as $70,000. The current
maximum is $10,000. Maximum
fines for other violations, now
$1,000. would be raised to $7,000.
The bill is sponsored by Rep.
Ron Cyrus, who is the top official
of the Kentucky AFL-C10 and
chairman of the counterpart House
Labor and Industry Committee.
The federal government allows

MEDICAL OFFICES

•

Medical Arts 151dg I 300 S Ith Street I Suite 204 I Murray. KY 42071

Prather said he expected the suit
after the administration turned
down Stephenson's request last
month for a S2 million operating
budget.
"It was obvious that John Stephenson's demands in order not to
file that suit were ridiculous and
could not be accommodated,"
Prather said.
The suit seeks to have the part of
the 1990 reform law dealing with
the superintendent declared unconstitutional. It also seeks state payment for Stephenson's lawyers —
Joseph Leary of Frankfort and
Theodore Lavit of Lebanon.
Lavit assisted former Gov. Bert
Combs in filing the lawsuit that led
to the 1990 reform law.

governor to ensure that the state's
laws are enforced, and the finance
secretary is a budgetary figure. The
Louisville -based cooperative is
itself a subject of some controversy
because it pays salaries, well above
state scale, of Boysen's top
administrators.
The suit alleges the chief state
school officer must be a Kentucky
resident, and Boysen was a Californian at the time of his hiring.
Boysen had no comment on the
suit, his press secretary, Jim Parks,
said.
Jones, through press secretary
Frank Ashley, said he believed
"the legislature acted appropriately" and he supported the reform
law.

Athletic spending...
(Cont'd from page 1)
is they have tried to compete with
schools such as Eastern Kentucky
University and Middle Tennessee
State University that have the
capacity to run larger programs.
Kassing said the university does
not have the resources for the
department to have another deficit
next year.
In other business:
•The senate passed a recommendation encouraging university administration and the board of regents

to formulate and adopt a tuition
waiver policy for dependends of
MSU faculty and staff.
*The senate also passed a resolution in support of House Bill 92
which would repeal regulations
requiring students to purchase
health insurance.
'The senate passed a resolution
supporting the continued faculty
and student representation on university governing boards as currently elected by faculty and
students.

Council.
The destruction of existing weapons is being complied with, said
Ekeus, a Swede. But Iraq is rejecting the third part of the disarmament plan in the cease-fire agreement, which "has to do with controlling that they produce or
acquire anew," Ekeus said.

Local News Roundup
MSU STUDENT ARRESTED
A 20-year-old Murray State University student was arrested Tuesday afternnon for illegally transporting and delivering alcoholic beverages in a dry
option territory. According to reports, Randy D. Privette of 1412 Stadium
View Drive, Murray, was detained and his vehicle was seized when it was
discovered by the Murray Police that he was transporting a load of illegal
alcohol into Murray. The vehicle contained five kegs of beer each containing
15 gallons of liquid. The alcohol was enroute to a fraternity function when it
was seized.

ACCIDENT TRAPS CADIZ MAN
Wymon Woodham, 56, of Cadiz, was listed in satisfactory condition Tuesday at Lourdes Hospital after being trapped during a traffic accident Monday. The Kentucky State Police said Woodham was driving east on Riley
Hollow Road about three miles west of Cadiz at 5:30 p.m. when another
vehicle apparently caused him to leave the right side of the road. Both
Woodham and his passenger, Leonard Blazet, 60, of Prospect, Ill. were
taken to Trigg County Hospital and later transferred to Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah. Blazet was also listed in satisfactory condition Tuesday.

MAYFIELD MAN CHARGED IN BURGLARY

Bill McAlpin, 20, of Mayfield was arrested by Graves County Sheriff's deputies Monday on burglary charges. Dot. Jim Cooper said McAlpin was
arrested at his home in connection with the Jan. 31 burglary of James Ray's
home in northern Graves County. A chain saw valued at $150 was taken.
During questioning of McAlpin, deputies uncovered information into another
weekend Graves County burglary being investigated by the Kentucky State
Police. Police said several items were taken from Glenn Barker's home, also
in northern Graves County. McAlpin was charged with second-degree burglary in connection with the Barker burglary as was Jerry Stroud, 34, of Rt. 1
Mayfield.

KSP INVESTIGATING BURGLARY

The Kentucky State Police and the Graves County Sheriff's Department are
investigating a burglary that occurred sometime between 1 p.m. Friday, Jan.
31 and 1 p.m. Monday, Feb. 3 on property owned by Glenn Barker of At. 1
Boaz. The suspect entered the door of a mobile home and took several
guns and other miscellaneous items from the mobile home and from an old
school bus used as sleeping quarters. Arrested were Jerry Stroud, 20, of
Cuba and William McAlpine, 51, of Mayfield. Both were charged with burglary in the second degree and are lodged in the Graves District Jail on
$5,000 bond each. The investigation is continuing by KSP Tooper Scotty
Ward.

Yoo Hoo!.
Government Business
Is Your Business
Support HB 16 and HB 106
In the mid-1970's the Kentucky General
Assembly passed model Open Meetings
and Open Records laws to make certain that
you would know what your elected and
appointed government officials are doing in
their meetings and that you have full access
to public records
Now, certain revisions to those laws in
the form of House Bills 16 and 106 are
being considered by your legislators,
revisions which would make the business of
government more open to you

Basically, these revisions are designed
to make certain that private or closed
meetings about the government's business
cannot be held and that records you have a
right to examine remain open.
Take action today to make sure that
meetings and records involving state,county
and city government remain wide open to
you Clip and mail these coupons to your
state representative and state senator to
express your support or call your legislators
toll free at 1-800-372-7181.

Freed Curd

Jeff Green

Representative Name
House of Representatives
Capitol Building
Frankfort, KY 40601

Senator Name
State Senate
Capitol Building
Frankfort, KY 40601

I support revisions to the Open
Meetings and Open Records laws as
defined In HB 16 and MB 106 and
encourage your favorable vote on these
measures.

I support revisions to the Open
Meetings and Open Records laws as
defined In FIB 16 and 11B 10,6 and
encourage your favorable vote oh these
measures.

Name

Name

City

City

• Virtually maintenancefree White or Natural Tan
vinyl never needs painting
• Chambered profile and
insulating glass help
reduce heat loss
h
tilt-in or
• Easy-cleaning
csleaasning
lift-out
• vinyl virtually eliminates
condensation
• Custom-fitted to your
existing opening

Call for free estimate!
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ALCOA
BUILDING
PRODUCTS
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For additional Information, contact the Kentucky Press Association, 1-800-866-1431.

Remember: Government Business Is Your Business
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ALCOA
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DOE to pay for water bills near plant
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Water
lines will be extended north of the
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant,
with the U.S. Department of Energy footing the bill, to head off any
more discoveries of contaminated
well water.
Since 1988, six residential wells
outside the plant's boundaries have
been found contaminated with
trichloroethylene, a cleaning solvent; and Technetium, a man-made
radioactive element once brought
into the plant but no longer used
there.
The Energy Department paid the
West McCracken Water District to
run water lines to the property and
to hook up households on the contaminated wells and is paying their
water bills.
The proposed additional extension of the water lines, said Martin

2.99 GETS

YOU
THE BEST BREAKFAST IN TOWN

Marietta Environmental Restora- year.
tion Manager Dennis Cope, will
"We're trying to be good neighencompass about 27 more wells bors, and offer people free water
north of the plant, said Dennis before any contamination is
Cope, environmental restoration detected," Cope said.
manager for Martin Marietta EnerCope said plant and Energy
gy Systems.
Department officials hope a plan
The pattern of movement of the
contaminated groundwater is north for cleaning up the contaminated
areas will be approved and set in
and northeast from the plant.
motion by the end of the year.
Martin Marietta, which operates
In addition to the groundwater
the plant under contract with the
polychlorinated
contamination,
Energy Department, announced the
water-line extension plans Tuesday biphenyls were found in fish and
night. The company also gave an sediment in creek beds that run
update on progress toward the through plant property.
eventual cleanup of contaminated
Plant Manager Steve Polston
groundwater, surface water and said a rough estimate of the cleasediment in and around the plant nup cost would be about $250 million, but there would be no way of
site.
knowing for sure until a definite
Cope and site manager Don
Booher said some of the new water plan is developed, which is the
lines will be in by the end of the next step in the process.

Teachers, the Kentucky Education
Association and the Partnership for
Kentucky School Reform will
organize the rallies at 11 a.m. EST
on March 14.
At a news conference Tuesday,
organizers said the rallies will pro-

SHONE%
ALL-YOU-CARE-TO-EAT
BREAKFAST & FRUIT BAR
is only

2.99 HONEYS

Monday-Friday Only
6 a.m.-11 a.m.

vide an opportunity for local
groups to receive an update on the
progress of schools in their
communities.
(For information on the rallies,
call the Partnership for Kentucky
School Reform, 1-800-928-2111.)

Regular price weekends
& Holidays 6 a.m.-2 p.m.

*Not valid w/any other offer

Read the classified ads daily

What happened to Raisin?
FORT MITCHELL, Ky.(AP) —
Wildlife experts were surprised
when they learned what happened
to Raisin, a 4-pound, 7-year-old
Chihuahua.
Nancy McElhinney said she let
the family pet out of the house Jan.
29, and minutes later a great
horned owl swooped down and
killed it in a matter of seconds.
Her son, Tom, a high school
senior, said his mother saw the owl
standing in the yard with the dog in
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LOS ANGELES — Using pictures taken from a space shuttle, explorers
have found buried beneath the sands of Arabia the ancient lost city of Ubar,
a center of the frankincense trade around the time of Jesus. Ruins of the
oasis city were discovered in a desolate region of Oman, a sultanate along
the Arabian Sea, researchers reported Tuesday. Since excavation started
Dec. 26, researchers have overcome sandstorms and deadly vipers to find
Ubar's octagon-shaped stone walls, 6- to 8-foot remnants of seven of its
eight 30-foot mud-brick towers, various rooms, incense burners and thousands of pieces of pottery. Explorers found the city by tracing ancient desert
roads spotted in pictures taken from space, including images created by
Challenger in 1984, more than a year before the shuttle blew up.
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WASHINGTON — The men who want to be president have clearly learned
to manage their own money. Their family incomes top $100,000 a year,
placing them among the nation's top 5 percent. At least three are millionaires and the others have assets and investment portfolios worth hundreds
of thousands of dollars, according to disclosure statements filed with the
Federal Election Commission. George Bush and the five Democrats running
to replace him, all fighting for votes among the nation's financially pinched,
have built recession-proof lifestyles that surpass those of most Americans.
"The truth is politics has always been covered by a wealthier-than-average
class," said Larry Sabato, a University of Virginia political science professor.
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RECESSION-PROOF CANDIDATES

MILWAUKEE — (Contents may offend some readers) Jeffrey Dahmer
claims he had drilled a hole in a boy's head and poured in acid before police
found the dazed, naked youngster on the street and handed him back to
Dahmer, who then killed him. Psychologist Judith Becker, who testified for
the defense Tuesday at Dahmer's sanity trial, is the first witness to indicate
police failed to notice a hole in the boy's head. She as to return to the
stand today. The boy, 14-year-old Konerak Sinthasomphone, fled the apartment May 27, but police returned him when Dahmer convinced them that
the boy was his adult lover and that the two had had a spat. After Dahmer
was arrested in July and his crimes became known, two police officers were
fired over their handling of the incident.

Y
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its beak.
"Mom picked up a broomstick
and ran at the bird, and it flew off
without the dog," the boy said.
Experts on owls and birds of
prey called the attack exceptional.
"I have never heard of it happening before," said Mason County Conservation Officer Pat Taylor.
Owls and other large birds of
prey normally feed on field mice,
rabbits, squirrels, snakes and other
birds.

UNCOVERING UBAR
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For a limited time

Rallies for school reform announced
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A
series of rallies in each county to
coordinate and generate support for
school reform in Kentucky were
announced Tuesday by three education groups.
The Congress of Parents and
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VENEZUELAN COUP TRY THWARTED

CARACAS, Venezuela — A weary President Carlos Andres Perez called on
Venezuelans to return to work today after loyalist forces thwarted a coup
attempt involving elite units from the country's most powerful garrisons. The
coup attempt, launched early Tuesday, was Venezuela's most serious in 34
years of democratic rule. As many as 78 people died, most of them civilians
caught in the cross fire, reports said. "It's a tragic, shameful day in which
Venezuela suffered a dramatic shakeup. Let's resume normalcy immediately," Perez said in a nationwide television address Tuesday evening. The
president, tipped off by military intelligence, narrowly escaped the attack on
his palace an hour after his return from a trip to Switzerland, his defense
minister said. Perez said the coup plotters had aimed to kill him.

HERSHEY'S VALENTINE

KISSES

RED/SILVER REG. OR RED/GOLD WITH ALMONDS

49

DEMOCRACY IN LATIN AMERICA

WASHINGTON — Military coups have been almost unheard of in South
America for more than 15 years, and top official here suffered some anxious moments when rebel officers began moving against Venezuelan President Carlos Andres Perez. Both the Reagan and Bush administrations have
invested considerable political capital in the success of democracy in Latin
America, often talking wistfully about their dream of an all-democratic hemisphere. And no leader in the region has been in the forefront of the democratic cause more than Perez. In a region where democracy and military rule
have taken turns for decades, Haiti being the most recent example, the
extended period of elected government gave rise to hopes that the military
in Latin America had retired from politics permanently.

OFFICIAL LIABLE IN ATTICA RIOT LAWSUIT

BUFFALO, N.Y. — The jury in a $28 billion lawsuit over the 1971 uprising
at Attica held a deputy warden liable for violence in retaking the prison but
deadlocked over three other defendants. Another trial will be held to determine how much the state must pay in damages. U.S. District Judge John
Elfvin also ordered another trial in the 18-year-old case to resolve the liability of the three others. "I'm disappointed," former inmate Herbert X. Blyden,
one of 1,281 prisoners represented in the 1974 lawsuit, said after Tuesday's
verdict. "We can't let them off the hook." Police shot and killed 29 inmates
and 10 hostages in the assault on Sept. 13, 1971, that ended a four-day
revolt. Inmates killed one prisoner and three hostages during the clash, the
deadliest prison revolt in U.S. history.

ILLEGAL ALIENS RUSHING TRAFFIC
SAN YSIDRO, Calif. — Illegal aliens from Mexico have adopted a terrifying
— and effective — new tactic of rushing the border en masse and running
headlong into traffic. Border Patrol agents can't get their hands on the illegals because they aren't allowed to make arrests on the open highway for
fear of causing accidents. To counter the tactic, the Border Patrol
announced it will station 25 to 30 armed agents near the crossing beginning
Thursday, and two lanes of four-lane Interstate 5 will be closed just north of
the border. The highway runs perpendicular to the border. The idea is to
slow traffic enough so that border agents can stop cars, chase the migrants
and arrest them without anyone getting hurt.

REBUILDING THE FRAUENKIRCHE
DRESDEN, Germany — For 47 years, the ruins of the Frauenkirche have
reminded the world of two days in 1945 when Allied bombers bathed this
graceful city in fire, killing tens of thousands of people. Now, Dresden plans
to rebuild the Frauenkirche, once the most important Lutheran church in
Germany. More than 800,000 people visited Dresden last year. Many gazed
in near-reverential silence at the remains of the church. Only two walls are
standing. The rest of the ruins are in a huge mound. Ornate 18th-century
carving is visible on some of the sandstone blocks.
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Letters to the Editor
Seat belts: What is one life worth?
Dear Editor:
Driver seat belt usage has been increasing in the past few years, however, statewide usage is only at 39 per cent. Some small cities register usage
of only 15 per cent. While public information has resulted in increased
usage, the method which has resulted in dramatic increases in the uses of
seat belts is enactment of a mandatory seat belt law. This was demonstrated in both Lexington and Louisville which represent approximately
40 per cent of the state's population. Their seat belt law has resulted in
. 17nost doubling the usage rate to a level of 70 per cent.
Since the proposal of a seat belt ordinance in the city of Murray, no
critic has questioned the effectiveness of wearing seat belts. They unani•
mously agree that seat belts will save lives, reduce injuries and property
Image, cut medical costs and other expenses to the taxpayer.
Opponents to the seat belt ordinance seem to center their objection to
ne basic issue — 'you're taking another right away from me.' May I ask
!lose who are so concerned about their rights, what is one life worth? The
eht that you have given up could save your own life as well as the life
someone else.
Life is a precious commodity. As Mayor of the City of Murray, I have
iAorn to protect the safety of our citizens and I take this obligation quite
,2!-iously. I shall continue to work for measures against the abuse of alcoi!. drugs and other elements that destroy our precious lives. If the scat
rIelt law is enacted on the second reading of the ordinance, remember to
i'LCKLE UP — we care about sour safety.
Bill Cherry, Mayor
City of Murray

It was 37-24 Redskins when the
Super Bowl wound up last Sunday
night, but the more interesting
score came half an hour later. By
my reckoning it ws 14 for "60
Minutes," 86 for Bill Clinton. Call
it a wipeout.
The Arkansas governor and his
wife, Hillary, took a gamble. They
agreed to appear on "60 Minutes"
for an interview limited to allegations of infidelity on Clinton's part.
He neither affirmed nor denied. In
effect, he took the Fifth Amendment. That recourse carries an inescapable inference of guilt.
So be it. And so what? By every
indication the Clinton's marriage is
solid now. If the Bible thumpers
are outraged, let them recall two
great precepts of Christianity: The
first is to forgive the repentant sinner. The second is to judge not, lest
ye yourself be judged.
A survey had shown, said the
CBS inquisitor. that 14 percent of
the voters would turn their backs
on Clinton because of his alleged
adultery. Clinton tellingly observed
that if the survey is accurate, 86
percent of the voters find his private failings irrelevant. That sounds about right to me.
The principal allegation against
Clinton, that he carried on a
12-year affair with one Gennifer
Flowers, is old stuff. One of Clinton's political foes, who has since
recanted the story, began spreading
the rumor long ago. Good reporters

Washington Today

These always have been the
rules. As the whole world now is
aware, John F. Kennedy had the
same sense of fidelity that one
finds in a tomcat. His adulteries
should have been reported, but the
rogue was discreet and the press
was more complaisant then. We are
more persistent, or more prurient,
now.
Misconduct on the part of a
failings into public view." public servant has to be overt. Sen.
Charles Robb of Virginia, while
Nonsense. The rules of the game
governor, went to parties where
are as clear as football's rule on
coke was being used. Plenty of witpersonal fouls.
nesses were ready to testify to the
When private conduct clearly
affects public responsibilities or incident. Sen. Bob Kenty, while
involves public funds, the conduct governor of Nebraska, enjoyed a
must be reported. Secondly, when close relationship with actress
the private conduct of a public offi- Debra Winger. It didn't become
cial becomes a matter of public pubilc until she began staying overrecord, the press has a duty to night in the mansion and driving
around in the governor's car.
report it.
At the level of national politics,
Remember Rep. Wilbur Mills of
Arkansas? Everyone in the press men drive in the fast lane. Not all
galleries knew he had a drinking of them are angels. Evangelist Pat
problem, but we regarded it as Wil- Robertson, a candidate four years
bur's own business. He did a ago, confessed to premarital sex.
superb job as chairman of House Jimmy Carter told Playboy that he
Ways and Means. Then he went on had known lust in his heart. These
a boozy fling with the Argentine are men who have known power.
Firecracker. The cops came in, and And power, said Henry Kissinger,
it became a matter of public record. is the ultimate aphrodisiac.
Same with Rep. Wayne Hays of
In agreeing to the "60 Minutes"
Ohio. One of his staffers leaked grilling, Bill Clinton took a
work that he had put a paramour on gamble. This is no had quality in a
the payroll though she could scar- man who would be president. He
cely type a line. The report won, hands down, and good for
checked out. Public funds were him. I'm not ashamed of Clinton.
involved. Goodbye, Hays.
I'm more ashamed of us.

A CONSERVATIVE VIEW

James Kilpatrick
Syndicated columnist
looked into it and found it
groundless.
This time around, the Flowers
woman sold her story to a sleazebag tabloid, The Star. She got thousands of dirty dollars for it. The
story has more holes than a motheaten sweater. Even so, my
brothers and sisters of the major
media decided that publication in
The Star was news, big news —
news that must be given wide
circulation.
It was in fact news, but only to a
point. Considering the source,
reporters could have acknowledged
the fact with a single disdainful
sentence and then gone about their
serious business of covering a presidential campaign.
In a poignant moment, Hillary
Clinton pleaded for a "zone of privacy" for public people. God
knows they are entitled to it. Even
in an aquarium, fish have places to
hide from the tourists.
Leslie Gelb, writing in The New
York Times, says it is "not easy to
figure out when to bring private
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Home is like no place

HELPFUL—
P,U LDS
HOWES.FoR

By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer

•

WASHINGTON — President Bush, who has ltved at 31 addresses in 17
cities in his adult life, is finding that a house that is not a home can be a
political liability.
It's hard to be considered homeless when you live in the White House,
vacation in a nine-bedroom dwelling on the Maine seacoast and own
property in Texas.
Yet George and Barbara Bush claim as their legal residence none of the
above. Instead "home" for the Bushes is the Houstonian Hotel, where
they rent a suite of rooms on the handful of weekends they're in Houston
each year.
Suite 271 is a cluster of fairly ordinary-looking rooms in the hotel. The
only difference between it and any other suite is that the management
trots out Bush family pictures and hangs them on the walls when the
Bushes stay there and packs them up again when they leave. •
And the windows are bulletproof glass.
The issue of Bush's legal residence is at the heart of a tax controversy
that is giving Bush almost as hard a time in New Hampshire as Republican challenger Pat Buchanan.
A Maine consumer group is running TV ads in Maine and, more to the
point. New Hampshire, suggesting that the Bushes are evading Maine
income taxes by not considering Kennebunkport their legal residence.
Bush is being challenged in New Hampshire's leadoff primary Feb. 18
, Buchanan largely on economic and tax issues. and the negative ads
• his personal finances aren't helping the president politically.
!he 30-second spots. the song "There's No Place Like Home" is
as photos of the White House, Walker's Point in Kennebunkport
the Houstonian Hotel are displayed.
Maine People's Alliance says Bush should pay $165-,000 in back
state income taxes since the Kennebunkport house is the only residence
the Bushes own.
Bush's spokesman, Marlin Fitzwater, dismissed the criticism as "phoney baloney" and defended Bush's right to select Texas, which has no
ylate income tax, as his legal residence. a,
"If you own South Fork, you wouldn't pay any income taxes," Fitzwa.'r gremb,lecl. referring to the ranch in the former television series
Lawmakers and other political figures are exempted from paying
Washington, D.C., income taxes if they claim another city as a principal
residence.
It isn't the first time the Kennebunkport estate has been embroiled in a
tax controversy.
Ironically, though, the last major dispute arose when Bush sought to do
just what he is now being criticized for not doing: trying to make his
Maine home his principal residence.
He got slapped down by the Internal Revenue Service, an expensive
lesson that turned him into a fierce foe of the capital gains tax and probably made him a lifelong Texas "resident."
Bush sold his longtime Houston home in 1981 when he became vice
president, then bought his Walker's Point home in Kennebunkport from
an aunt and tried claiming it as his principal residence, which would have
allowed him to defer capital gains taxes from profits of the Houston sale.
But the IRS ruled that the government-owned vice presidential mansion
in Washington was his "principal residence" and ordered him to pay
$177,600 in taxes and interest on the sale.
The Bushes then declared Texas as their legal residence, avoiding state
income taxes altogether. They pay property taxes on the $55.000 vacant
lot they own in Houston.
Bush was born in Massachusetts, reared in Connecticut, became a millionaire oilman in Texas and represented Texas in Congress for two
terms. And he's spent parts of every summer of his life in Kennebunkport,
Maine, except when he was in World War II.
That confusion has sometimes worked to Bush's advantage — enabling
him to run as a Yankee in the East and as a Texan in the West.
Don't expect Bush to make too many references to the house at Walker's Point when he formally announces his candidacy next week in New
Hampshire.
Despite storm damage, the house's stately splendor still could serve as
a graphic reminder to hard-T=11(w Hampshire citizens that the
Itnpact on the first family.
recession hasn't had ma&
Rush's own fame helped to raise the value of his Kennebunkport home
— from just under SI million when he was vice president to $2.2 minion
last year in a reassessment.
As a result, the Bushes paid about $26,000 in property taxes last year,
nearly all of it on the Kennebupkport property.
"•161-
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Buy American? Yeah, try it
The general who said that war is
hell wasn't entirely correct. We're
in a war right now, and it isn't all
that terrible. At times, it's even
fun.
That's because we're fighting it
out with-bumper stickers instead of
bullets, bombast instead of bombs.
I'm talking, of course, about the
great war of words with Japan and
the growing "Buy American"
crusade.
The fighting really broke out in
earnest when some crotchety old
Japanese politicians made some
sneering remarks about must of our
work force not knowing how to
read or write and being lazy and
greedy.
In other words, he said exactly
what Americans have been saying
about each other for years.
The war escalated when the people who own Nintendo said they
want to buy the Seaule baseball
franchise to keep it in that city.
Baseball fans were horrified as
they heard this news on their
Japanese -built TV sets, to which
their Nintendo machines arc
attached.
With Japan-bashing at its highest
level since World War II, we have
American companies offering bonuses to workers who buy American
cars, gas stations offering American car owners a discount, municipalities rejecting Japanese products
and shoppers peeking at the back
of products to see where they're
made.
So how will this war end? My
guess is that it will just fade away
as soon as something livelier comes along. In fact, Gov. Bill Clinton's love life may have already

pushed it aside on the nightly
news.
It's easy enough to "buy American," as the slogan urges, if you're
going down to the corner store for
a quart of milk or a box of Twinlcies. (I'm not sure about the Twinkies. I know they are made here, but
I don't know where the additives
come from.)
But if you're buying anything
that you have to plug into a socket,
turn an ignition key or install batteries, how do you know?
I own two American cars. But
are they really American products?
I have no idea who made the
engine parts, the tape players, the
speakers or any of the many things
that rattle and squeak.
A friend has a Japanese car.
(Hiss, hiss!) But it was put together
in this country by American work-

ers with American-made parts. For
all I know, his Japanese car is more
American than my American car.
Maybe you are a golfer planning
on buying a new set of clubs this
spring. But only a couple of
American-owned golf companies
remain. That wedge might have
"Ben Hogan" stamped on it, but the
company is owned by some sushieater.
So if you seek out those
American-owned companies and
buy their clubs, you will be able to
say with pride that you are buying
American, right? Not really,
because all they do here is assemble shafts and club heads they buy
overseas.
The last night of my vacation, I
dashed to a hardware store to buy a
wind-up alarm clock so I could be
sure to arise early and return here

Just drop us a line...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our 'Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the Writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published.) The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

to compose drivel.
When I set the clock, I spotted
the words stamped on the back:
"Made in China." I stared at it. A
commie clock. And for all I knew,
the words had been put there by
someone who once sat in a foxhole
in Korea, hoping for a chance to
shoot me dead. As it turned out,
the clock didn't work. But a fine
American bird squawked with the
dawn and woke me up. Or maybe it
wasn't an American bird. Could it
have flown here from Cuba? You
just can't tell.
I suspect that much of the current Japan-bashing is a reaction to
President Bush and those overpaid
car salesmen going to Japan to ask
them to take pity on us. Some
Americans found it embarrassing.
On the other hand, when was the
last time anyone barfed on Japan's
prime minister?
In the Japanese culture, I'm told,
it is considered extremely insulting
to barf on someone. Especially a
prime minister. Of course, it isn't
considered proper behavior here,
either, unless you're a hockey fan.
So what Bush did may have been
a cunning and calculated political
move. When the presidential race
heats up in the fall, it wouldn't be
at all surprising to see a commercial showing the barfing scene, but
with Bush's voice added, saying:
"You won't open your markets
to more American products? OK,
this is what I think of you. Take
this! Barf, ban."
And on the next trip, if there is
one, they ought to bring some Dan
Quayle along. He could drool on
the shoes.
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EDDYVILLE, Ky. — When
Lyon Countians talk about Kentucky State Penitentiary escapes,
the 1923 "siege of the dining
room" usually tops the
conversation.
"It was the major one," said
Circuit Judge Bill Cunningham, a
local historian. "It was a tragedy.
But there was also an element of
Keystone Cops in it."
After killing three guards with
smuggled pistols, three prisoners
holed up in the mess hall. Prison
guards and troops used rifles,
machine guns, hand griffngt.and
ucah
poisonous gas in what
Evening Sun called the "siege of
the dining room." The rival Paducah News-Democrat dubbed the
mess hall a "tabernacle of terror."
Guns blazed from Oct. 3 to Oct.
6. Somebody figured 25,000 bullets
were fired at the escapees. When
troops finally broke into the battered, bullet-scarred mess hall, they
discovered the inmates had been
dead for at least 36 hours, maybe
40, the papers said. Two of the
convicts evidently committed
suicide.
The grisly story began when
inmates Monte "Tex" Walters,
Lawrence Griffith and Harry Ferland pulled pistols on guards and
opened fire. Guard Hodge Cunningham, a relative of Bill Cunningham's, died instantly. Two
other officers suffered fatal
wounds.
"My dad said Hodge Cunningham's shift was over and that his
relief was in the toilet when Walters shot and killed him," said
Cunningham, author of two books
on local history.
Convicted murderers, Walters,
Griffith and Ferland planned to
shoot their way out through the
front gate. But gunfire from more
guards forced a detour. The three
barricaded themselves in the mess
hall at the high-walled, maximum
security prison on the Cumberland
River in Eddyville, the Lyon County seal
Guards surrounded the mess hall.
Walters, from Louisville, and Griffith, of Mayfield, were serving life
terms. Ferland got 16 years for
slaying a Louisville man in a
holdup.
When the inmates refused to surrender, Warden John Chilton called
for reinforcements. National
Guardsmen arrived from Mayfield
and Hopkinsville.
Aided by powerful searchlights,
guards and soldiers fired into the
mess hall around the clock. Stray
bullets sliced telephone and electrical lines, temporarily blacking out
Eddyville and the prison.
One bullet apparently found its
mark. A rifle-armed guard claimed
he shot Walters in the head and
saw him fall.
To subdue Griffith and Ferland,
soldiers ran pipes into the mess
hall and pumped in deadly ammonia. Troops also lobbed hand grenades at the beleaguered building.
Some of the grenades rolled back
at the besiegers and exploded but
caused no casualties.
Griffith scratched a suicide note
on a bench. "Remember, you
didn't kill us, we all killed
ourselves, L.E.G." There was speculation that Griffith and Ferland
committed suicide after the death
of Walters, thczilige's reputed
ringleader.
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1991 Cadillac Sedan DeVille: 12,000
miles, fully loaded in leather.

Waltes lifeless body had a
bloody head wound. Stuffed in his
pocket was a note to his wife:
"Love to you beloved. I am
wounded and surrounded by
guards." She confessed to smuggling the guns through a prison
trustee, the papers reported.
After the siege, the dining room
was opened to the public.
Eighteen-year-old Alton Cunningham, Bill's father, went inside.
"He said the place was shot to
pieces," Cunningham recalled.
"There were bullet holes everywhere. But up on the wall, a clock
was still running."
The News-Democrat reported
that the ticking of the clock "pendulum in that tabernacle of terror
was the only sound that could be
heard when the soldiers entered."

1991 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera:
silver with grey cloth, V-6, automatic,
6,000 miles.

1991 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera:
White with grey cloth, V-6, automatic,
7,000 miles.

1991 Corsica LT: 3.1 V-6, automatic,
air bag, It. blue and blue cloth, 13,000
miles.

1991 Corsica LT: White with grey cloth,
4 cyl. automatic, air conditioning, 6,000
miles.

Officer Jack Kendall recently visited with a group of four year olds at
the Murray Cooperative Preschool. The subject of the officers talk
was safety. The class was presented with a "just sway no" poster and
other safety related items.

1991 Corsica LT: White with grey cloth,
V-6 automatic, air conditioning, air bag,
10,000 miles.

1991 Cavalier: 2 dr. coupe, automatic,

Where is the great middle class?
By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Tax Wrfter

WASHINGTON — Here's to the
great American middle class, whoever they are.
Feeling neglected in the past and
now fawned over by politicians,
middle-income folks earn 68 percent of the nation's wages, file 53
percent of the tax returns and ante
up 53 percint of the taxes.
More or less. A lot more or a lot
less, depending on who is included.
While somebody in Washington
can tell you how many Americans
went bowling in 1970 (52 million)
or how much office space in Houston was vacant in 1987 (32 percent), nobody can say with certainty who belongs to the middle class.
"It means anything you want it
to," says analyst Paul Merski of
the Tax Foundation. He figures an
income range of $25,000 to
$50,000 is a safe guess.
Robert McIntyre, director of the
labor-funded Citizens for Tax Justice, guesses lower and higher.
"The $20,000-to-S75,000 range
is where they ought to focus tax
relief and get the money from the
really rich, 5.,ince that's where all
the money went in the '80s,"
McIntyre said.
"Middle income means whatever constituency Congress wants to
appease at the moment," says Roy
Cordato of the conservative Institute for Research on the Economics
of Taxation. "Unless you're a
Marxist, you don't think in terms
of class."
The Internal Revenue Service
has no definition. Neither does the
Congressional Budget Office nor
the Census Bureau.
When Democrats demand tax
relief for the middle class, they
never say who they have in mind.
What's a $61,000-a-year voter
going to think if you promise a tax

cut only to those making $60,000
or less?
President Bush's aides had left
the impression for two months that
his State of the Union message
would have its own middle-class
Lax relief. But the relief fell short
of expectations.
The president used the words
"middle class" only once in the
speech — and that was in a reference to health care, not tax relief.
Ask Americans, as a pollster did
recently, and 90 percent will say
they are in the middle class. That
may be a bit off the mark, but by
any definition, most Americans are
in the middle class — neither rich
nor poor.
That allows Bush to say, for
example, that "60 percent of the
people who benefit from lower
capital-gains (taxes) have incomes
under $50,000," leaving the
impression that a capital-gains cut
is a middle-income break.
But most recipients of any individual tax break have incomes
under $50,000. That's because
more than 97 million couples and
individuals — 86 percent of all taxpayers — fit that description.
It's a different story when you
talk money. Those 97 million got
less than 14 percent of the $143
billion of capital gains earned in
1989.
So, is $50,000 the dividing line
between middle class and upper
class? Not necessarily. That can
depend on many variables, including geography, family size and how
income is defined.
If you define middle class as
having adjusted gross incomes
between $15,000 and $75,000, the
IRS will tell you that in 1989 those
people earned 49 percent of the
interest income, had 68 percent of
the taxable pensions and claimed
59 percent of the itemized
deductions.
The House Ways and Means
Committee and the Congressional

red with grey cloth, 8,000 miles, sharp.

1991 Cavalier: Four door, automatic red

Budget Office use Census Bureau
data to divide families into five
groups of equal size. In round
numbers, the poorest group of married couples with children had
1989 cash income under $22,700;
the second, up to $34,100; the
third, up to $45,500; the fourth, up
to $62,200; and the richest onefifth had income over $62,200.
If the lowest group is poor and
the highest is rich, that leaves the
second, third and fourth for the
middle class. Thus, a non-technical
but workable definition of a
middle-class family with children:
cash income between $22,700 and
$62,200.

with grey cloth, 7,500 miles.

USED CARS
1991 Chevrolet Lumina Aurosport:
Coupe, V-6, automatic, tilt, cruise, full
power, console, 6,000 miles.
1991 Cavalier: 4 dr., red, 5 speed, air
conditioning, 3,000 miles.

1991 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme
International: V-6, all options, white with
grey cloth, 18,000 miles, new car trade.
1990 Chevrolet Caprice: V-8, automatic, charcoal grey with cloth interior, tilt,
cruise, 33,000 miles, new car trade.
1990 Dodge Dynasty LE: V-6, full
power, 16,000 miles, champagne with
beige cloth, new car trade.

FREE
Pickup & Delivery
1...mll.ed to 20 ml
Exp. 2 14 92

1990 Oldsmobile 98 Regency
Brougham: Cabriolet roof, every option,
15,000 miles, new car trade.

1989 Pontiac Grand Am: 4 cyl., auto-

Before you
gel your lawn
in shape,
get your
lawn mower
in shape

matic, air conditioning, new car trade.
1988 Chrysler New Yorker: V-6,
loaded, 57,000 miles, transferable warranty.

1988 Nissan Stanza Wagon: 35,000
miles, automatic, sharp car.

1988 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera
Brougham: V-6, automatic, full power.
1988 Dodge Aries: Four door, automa-

Now is the time to get
your Briggs & Stratton outdoor power equipment
tuned up And because
we're an authorized dealer
you know your equipment
is in good hands We only
use genuine parts - your
assurance that you'll get
a quality job Contact us
today

Professional Real Estate

tic, air conditioning, 35,000 miles, new car
trade.

1988 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme:
Coupe, V-6, automatic, air conditioning,
new car trade
1987 Dodge Daytona: 4 cyl., 5 speed,
charcoal with grey cloth, 59,000 miles,
sharp, local car.
.1986 Buick !Lark Avenue: 72,000
miles, 1 owner car, charcoal grey, very
nice car.
1986 Buick Riviera: V-6, automatic, full
power, 57,000 miles, sharp car.
1986 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera: 1
owner, light blue with blue cloth.
1985 Lincoln Town Car: Cloth interior,
68,000 miles, Cadillac trade, sharp.

HOME
of the
Beautiful home on two lots - 3 or 4
bedrooms -2 cur garage,central gas
heattak, 24x24 workshop. Only
$1111,500.

DENVER (AP) — For 15 years,
they periodically assembled at
Rocky Flats' gates or on a rail line
leading into the nuclear weapons
plant, decrying the tools of mass
destruction made there.
The world already had enough
bombs, they said, and the presence
of Rocky Flats 15 miles from this
metropolitan area of 2 million people posed an unsettling safety and
environmental hazard.
When the Energy Department
formally announced last week it
will abandon plans to resume plutonium production at the 40-yearold plant, it brought down the curtain on an era of protests, too.
In Denver, anti-nuclear activists
uncorked bottles of champagne.
"This is truly a historic time,"
said Tom Rauch, director of the
Rocky Flats Disarmament Project
and a leader of the American
Friends Service Committee.
"I think it ranks right up there
with the fall of the Berlin Wall and
the dismantling of the Soviet
Union. After 50 years of developing and making nuclear weapons,
we are saying we are not going to
do it anymore."
Rocky Flats protests became
almost annual events from the late
1970s through the 1980s.

proof Hpreitartete.

Tb• p.

Keith's Lawn &
Tractor Center

MONTH

Plant stops
production
Lt
it

PROGRAM CARS

Just say no

KENTUCKY13ACKROADS
By Berry Craig

"Limp In — Leap Out"

Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

JIM
ADAM

Indust dal Rd.
759-9831

140

Field

USED TRUCKS
1989 Dodge D100: Short wheel base,
V-8, automatic, tilt, cruise, alloy wheels,
47,000 miles, 1 owner.
1989 Chevrolet K1500: Four wheel
ririvp 1 owner maroon silver Silverario
1989 Chevrolet C1500: V-8, automatic,
short wheel base, two tone paint, 1 owner.
1985 Chevrolet C10: Beige/red silverado, V-8, automatic, clean older truck.

HOMETOWN PIMAJD

990
0
99
FIELD'S SLICED BOLOGNA
12 kozg: 990
FIELD'S CLASSIC PROLEAGUER WIENERS _p
0
99
FIELD'S SLICED BACON
990
FIELD'S CHUNK BAUNSCHWEIGER

FIELD'S FRESH LITE HAM SAUSAGE

lalink 2 lb.
g..
12platz

12pri.

"
"Whatever it takes we want to be your car and truck comp Inv
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PAGE

yow•favorite
atpopide Ickes/
Fresh
Clifty Farms
Whole

GROUND
BEEF

pr

COUNTRY
HAMS

73% Lean

'cam
LETTUCE

111 711
811/. Lean Any Size Pkg.

Ground Beef
Certified Any Size Pkg.

Fresh Pork

3-5 Lb. Avg. Lb.
Reelfoot Select Trim
Lbs. Lb.
Boneless Ham 24

Spare Ribs

$1.39
$1.89

$1.48
Lb. $1.58
Lb. $1.29

lab.

Ground Chuck

Mr. Turkey

Ground Turkey

3 Bunches $

Green Onions

AM'

1GA

HEN TURKEY

YOUNG
TURKEYS

-

California
BROCCOLI

10-14 Lb. Avg.

•G

Bunch
Yellow Squash
&Tan

is az. $1.99

Corn Bogs
lloolloot Old Fashion

Bologna

16 as.

Texas

mite

Gre

Oniions

Bunch

99'

$1.49

Kelly s

Soft-II-Gentle

BATHROOM
TISSUE

Lb. Or

KETCHUP
32 Os. Bottle

4 Roll Pkg.

Sunshine CRACKERS

CHILI W/BEANS
15 Os. Can

Lb. Box

2 Pet Ritz
01U7SbdiS

2 Peceitt—
PkenotSbdis

...ZATAL

2 PetRatt

Pe thetSkis
Stokleys

PIE PSHELLS
Coot Pack

ES
VEGETABL
lanai Cam
-

Yellow Cream Cars W.I.
GI Ines Beams

PEPSI PRODUCTS
PEPSI 2PLIUDUCTS

ll S:HomorowN
. TE
5.Fer
EFFFEebC.TNE

24 Pkg. Cans
l2 Oz. Size

PR

VEGETABLE OIL

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors
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IN-AD COUPON I

Redeemable on La Choy Water
Chestnuts Bamboo Shoots,
Chop Suey Vegetables, Bean
Sprouts and Fancy Mixed
vegetables
Coupon Expires 2/11_
Redeemable only at GA
Hunt-Wesson Code 91947 ••

GOOD ONLY AT JIM ADAMS IGA
Supplier Code #99447

SAVE 5N
ON ANY GREEN GIANT'ITEM WHEN
YOU BUY ANY TWO GREEN GIANT'
CAN, JAR OR FROZEN VEGETABLE ITEMS.
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MURRAY TODAY
,

Chinni student body in 1921
Murrayan
at Samford I

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Robert
Edward Daniel Jr. of Murray has
been named to the Dean's List for
the fall semester at Samford
University.
To qualify for the honor, a student must have earned a minimum
3.5 grade point average out of a
possible 4.0 while attempting at
least 12 credit hours of
coursework.
Daniel, a pharmacy major, is the
son of Dr. and Mrs. Robert E.
Daniel Sr.

The United States Coast Guard Auxiliary will meet Saturday, Feb. 8, at
7 p.m. at Kenlake State Park Hotel. This will be to celebrate the 20th
anniversary of the Kentucky Lake Flotilla, and the first anniversary of the
Paris Landing Flotilla. Members of the Metropolis Flotilla will also be
present. "If you are a past, present, inactive, or retired member of the CG
Auxiliary, we invite you to join us. We also invite anyone interested in
learning more about the CG Auxiliary," said Evelyn Blivin, public affairs
officer. For more information call Bill at 753-7679.

Sigma Charity Brunch Saturday
The annual Sigma Sweetheart Charity Brunch of Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will be Saturday. Feb. 8, from 10 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. at Pagliai's Restaurant. The menu will be sausage strata, broccoli
cheese strata, hashbrown casserole, fruit salad, honey buns, donut holes,
French toast, coffee, orange juice, milk and Coke. Tickets are $4 per person, children under 6 are free. Tickets may be purchased at the door or in
advance from any Sigma member. Proceeds will be donated to charity

Jzvain White
on Dean's List
Jwain White, a student at Murray
State University, has been named
to Dean's List for the fall 1991
semester at MSU.
He received a perfect scholastic
standing, according to the Office of
University Information Services.
White is the son of the Rev. and
Mrs. Jerrell White of Union City.
Tenn., former residents of Murray.

?wain Information
'02 ";;-3314

.• '

iitt I,
.
off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservation
Call:

759-1752

Road,
Pictured are students of Chunn School in 1921. It was located just off of Lynn Grove-Browns Grove
teacher
The
Grove.
Browns
of
east
and
one
mile
now Highway 893, three miles northwest of Lynn Grove
was the late Mae Rogers Thomas. Chunn School at one time was a two-room school with the late W.Z.
late year
Carter being the last principal before it went to a one-room school. The 1929 school year was the
Mary
were
teachers
past
other
of
the
Some
Grove.
Lynn
with
for the school which was consolidated
top
left,
from
Pictured,
Darnell.
Oina
Bazzell
and
Allison
Rubena
Adams,
Doran
Robertson Rains, Trudie
row, Lawson Smith, Hess Darnell, Lola Darnell Smith, Ruth Jones Spann, Laura Darnell Mayfield, Alice
Mayfield Murdock, Ruth Cude Pea, Lester Smith, Truman Young, Edith Darnell Gupton, Alpha Cude,
teacher,
Edith Duncan and Opal Rogers Hale; second row, Lady Ruth McReynolds, Mae Rogers Thomas,
Lottie
and
Scott
Butterworth
Addle
Doran,
Viola McReynolds, Mae Julia Mangrum Schidler, Hansford
W.C.
Perry
Wilkerson,
Mayfield,
Ernest
Singleton,
Robert
Jones,
T.R.
row,
Pearl Tidwell Watson; third
Kemp, Toy Duncan, Henry Doron, Reba Wilkerson Page, Pansy Ruth Jones, Cotiel Darnell Bazzell, Kitty
bottom
Helen Mangrum Rogers, Kathryn Butterworth Sims, Oretha Ford Williams and Jim Mayfield;
Dell
Sylvia
McReynolds,
Lorene
Kamp,
Little
Warren,
Cude
Carlen
Howard,
G.B.
Smith,
row, Larry
ButterOsro
and
Singleton
Barber
Jordan,
Darnell Cloys, Estell Darnall Bazzell, Myrtle Jones Workman
worth. Not pictured are Earl Jones, Leon Cude, Pleas Cude and Cornelius Tidwell. The picture was furnished by Myrtle Workman Jordan who was in the third grade at the time.

THIS WEEK!
THE LION IN WINTER

A Comedy
by James Goldman
Feb. 7-8, 13-15
at 8 p.m.
Feb. 9 and 16
at 2 p.m.
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SHOOTING DAYS/DATES: Thurs. Thru Mon., Feb. 6-10
PHOTOGRAPHER HOURS: Daily 10 a.m..7 p.m.
Sunday 12:30-6 p.m.
Hwy. 641 North, Murray

WAL-MART

p.m"as any loot"
pweel aihnro.scell eft.
WIE (I MATCm IT'

Calendar Miss America is searching for contestants to represent Kentucky in national competition. Girls from newborn through age 19 and boys from
newborn to age 4 are eligible in nine age divisions. Winners will be featured
in a national calendar, and more than $100,000 in savings bonds and prizes
will be awarded. For information call 1-803-796-7765, or write Calendar
Miss, 1146 Pine Croft Dr., West Columbia, S.C. 29170.

Brotherhood will meet
Immanuel Baptist Church, 3465 and above, may advance to national
Buckner Lane, Paducah, will be competition.
National winners will have an
host for the Kentucky Baptist Convention Brotherhood Department's opportunity to go overseas on a
1992 Southwestern Regional Mis- mission project.
Any high school division memsion Congress.
can also participate as a candiber
The convention will be from 10
for regional president and a
date
Feb.
Saturday,
on
p.m.
a.m. to 3:45
chance for a camp scholarship.
15.
The region includes Calloway,
Model car racing and knottying
Marshall, Graves, McCracken, Bal- competitions are also planned.
lard, Carlisle, Fulton, Hickman, State Royal Ambassador camps
Crittenden, Caldwell, Christian, will be presented, along with new
Trigg, Lyon and Livingston programs to be offered this
Counties.
summer.
John Lou will be the leader for
A Missions Round the World
the congress.
Basketball
Shoot-out also will be
procompetition
A "Speak Out"
vides an opportunity to speak out open to a team from each church.
Brotherhood is a Southern Bapfor the cause of missions. Winners
tist
organization for men and boys
state
to
scholarships
receive
will
that promotes missions through
Baptist camps.
Winners in the High School Bap- education, prayer and mission
tist Young Men Division, grades 10 activities.

White receives degree

V'Veekdays Except Mori pat,Sun, Mon. Onq

I I s5.00 off

Contestants being sought

Jared L. White of Union City,
Tenn., formerly of Murray, was
gradauted from Tennessee Technological University at Cookeville,
Tenn., during commencement exercises on Dec. 14.
White received a Bachelor's
degree in Chemical Engineering.
He is the son of the Rev. and
Mrs. Jerrell White of Union City.
The Rev. White was former minister of Memorial Baptist Church,
Murray, for several years.
White is a 1987 graduate of
Union City High School. He has

accepted a position with Eastman
Kodak Company at Kingsport.
During his undergraduate years
at 'ITU, White was president of the
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship;
member of the Varsity Soccer
Team and American Institute of
Chemical Engineers; and was
named to the Dean's List as well as
Whb's Who Among Students in
American Universities and
Colleges.
Jared lived in Murray from 1970
to 1984 and had completed his
freshman year at Murray High
School. His address is 931 Harmony Rd., Jonesborough, TN
37659.

Lori Roberts
named to list
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we4g1'it Loss Clinic
Suite 3, 204 S 5th St, Mum,

A local student, Lori G. Roberts,
is among the 160 students named
to the fall 1991 semester academic
honors' list at Campbellsville College, according to Dr. Robert S.
Clark, vice president for academic
affairs and dean of the college.
Roberts is the daughter of
George and Brenda Roberts, Rt. 4,
Box 860, Murray. She is a 1990
graduate of Calloway County High
School.
To qualify for the academic honors' list, a student must receive a
quality-point grade point average
of at least 3.50 out of a possible
4.0 on a course load of at least 12
hours.
Campbellsville College, affiliated with the Kentucky Baptist
Convention, offers 25 academic
majors and 26 minor programs. It
is a private, four-year liberal arts,
sciences and business college
located in central Kentucky.

Need Line Board meeting Monday
The Board of Murray-Calloway County Need Line Church and Cooperative Ministry, Inc., will meet Monday, Feb. 10, at 12 noon at Pagliai's. Dick
Hoffman, president of the board, urges all board members to please attend
this meeting.

Dancing will be held Thursday
A dance, featuring country music, will be held Thursday, Feb. 6, from 7 to
10 p.m. at Ronny's Place, U.S. Highway 641 South, six miles from Murray.
This is a family entertainment event, a spokesperson said.

Dance held each Saturday
A dance, open to the public, is held each Saturday from 7 to 10:30 p.m. at
the Woodmen of the World Camp Lodge on U.S. Highway 641 North. No
drugs or alcohol are allowed at his non-Woodmen event. Interested persons
are invited to attend.

SS Representative here Tuesday
A representative from Mayfield Social Security office will be at Calloway
County Public Library on Tuesday, Feb. 11, from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
This is a special service of the office to give local persons an opportunity to
see the SS representative here. For more information call the Mayfield
Social Security office at 1-247-8095.

Coats being collected
The American Humanics program at Murray State University is continuing
to accept used coats for kids for this winter. The coats will be cleaned by
Boone Cleaners and distributed by Murray-Calloway County Jaycees. Persons may deliver the coats to Room 108, Carr Health Building, Murray State
University, or call 762-3808 for pickup.

Oaks Bridge to be Feb. 8
Couples Bridge at Oaks Country Club has been changed to the second
Saturday, Feb. 8, for this time only. A.R. and Melva Hatcher will be hosts for
play on Feb. 8 at 7:30 p.m. at the Oaks club house.

Girls Scouts selling cookies
Kentuckiana Girl Scouts are now taking orders for the 1992 Cookie Sale.
Cookie lovers may select from seven varieties including the new Golden Nut
Cluster. The cost of the cookies will be $2.50 per box. Deliveries and booth
sales will be March 6 through March 22. This year's cookie sale theme, 'In
Tune, was designed by Little Brownie Bakers of Louisville who bake over
one half of the Girl Scout cookies nationwide.

Special program at Lakeland
'An Adventure in Healing and Wholeness' will be the 10-hour special
event to be held at Lakeland.Rarish Center in Marshall County on Friday
and Saturday, March 6 and 7. The tuition fee will be $20 with a registration
deadline of Saturday, Feb. 15. Tom Curry, a certified trainer by the Upper
Room, will conduct the event. For information or registration call
1-354-8639; or send your name, address and telephone number along with
your check to Lakeland Parish Center, At. 4, Box 37, Benton, Ky. 42025.

VFW Post to meet Thursday
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will have its
regular meeting on Thursday, Feb. 6, at 7 p.m. at the Dave Willis Center on
North L.P. Miller Street, Murray. All members and interested veterans are
invited to attend.

Reception at Art Guild Friday
A reception for David Clark and Marie Dolchan who are exhibiting their art
works at the Murray Art Guild, 103 North Sixth St., Murray, during the month
of February will be Friday, Feb. 8, at 7 p.m. at the guild. The guild is open
Tuesdays. Wednesdays and Fridays from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Thursdays
from 6 to 9 p.m. Ample parking and handicapped access are available. For
more information call the guild at 753-4059.

Leisure Life plans seminar
The Leisure Life will offer a seminar on Medicare to its members on
Thursday, Feb. 13, at 2 p.m. at the University Branch of the Bank of Murray.
The speaker will be Glenda Copeland who works with the John Hancock
Company. She will cover the changes on Medicare as of January 1992 and
the Home Health Care Program. She, along with Jim Crawford and Tommie
Black from the same company, will be available to answer questions you
may have about the Medicare program. For more inforamtion or to reserve a
spot at the seminar, call Martha Covey at 753-1893.

MWC cookbooks now available
The Murray Woman's Club 1991 Cookbook is now available. The 1991
cookbook is made up of the best recipes from previous books, plus new
ones for 1991 The 450-page, extra large printed book contains also pictures of historical buildings and events of Murray and Calloway County. The
book is $15 per copy which includes sales tax Books are available at Calloway County Public Library, Owen's Food Market, Treas Do-It Center, The
Treasure House, Pier I Imports, Lace & Ivy, Santa's Attic, Take Me Back
Cafe, Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce, and from any club
member, according to Pam Shay, finance chairman for the Woman's Club.
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Pets o the week available
Thursday, Feb. 6
Murray Civitan Club/6:45
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/I0 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Club/5 p.m.; Finance
Committee/6:30 p.m.; Administrative Board/7 p.m.; Charge Conference and Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

in
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray
• Alterations
Self Service
*Laundry
Wash

Murray Rotary Club/I2 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.

First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:45 a.m.; Fellowship supper/5:30 p.m.; Teacher
Training/6 p.m.; Library open/6:30
p.m.; Prayer meeting, Klaymata
and Children's Choirs/6:30 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir/1:45 p.m.
Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners/5:1 5 p.m. and
regular/5:30 p.m./Ellis Community
Center.
Murray State University Jazz
Combo Concert/8 p.m./Annex
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU. Admission free.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.
Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
business meeting/7 p.m.; and
Weekly Workers/8 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include supper/6 p.m.; Sunday
School Workers/6:15 p.m.; GAs,
RAs and Prayer meeting/7 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Family potluck/6 p.m. and
Midweek Bible Study, Acteens,
RAs, GAs and Mission Friends(7
p.m.

LActure by Darryl VanLeef7:30
plh./Curris Center Ballroom, Murray State University. Admission
free.

nyatch_dajualLe_dryfleaolog
These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East
Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane
Society of Calloway County. They are, top left, "Seagram," a spayed
female mix Pomeranian older dog; top right, "Stripette," a spayed
female shorthaired Tabby with white; bottom left, "Linos," an active
male longhaired black/white cat; and bottom right, "Church," a spayed tamale older shorthaired cat. Animals who do not find homes must
be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5
p.m., Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and 1, to 4 p.m.,,Saturday. The
Humane Society is a member of United Way of Murray and Calloway
County. For information call 759-4141.

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
RCIA/7 p.m.; Knights of Columbus
meeting/7:30 p.m. at K/C building.
First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m. and Adult
Exercise/5 p.m.

After
Street
Main
School/3:30-4:30 p.m./Main Street
Youth Center. Info/753-1820,
759-4410 or 753-1292.
First Baptist Church events
include Mothers' Day Out/9:30
a.m.

MURRAY
TODAY

Cr...111 C Ferrala Co

shOlor oea.

Give Her a Kiss
For Valentine's Day

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, 1nfo/Kennith Broach,
753-3580.

Birth is announced
Morgan Elizabeth Ensor
Capt. and Mrs. John E. Ensor of
Fort Bragg, Fayetteville, N.C., are
the parents of a daughter, Morgan
Elizabeth Ensor, born on Friday,
Jan. 31, at 7:03 p.m. at Cape Sear
Valley Hospital, Fayetteville. The
mother is the former Anne Schoenfeldt. The father is serving in the
United States Army. Maternal

grandparents are Adelaide and
Roger Schoenfeldt of Murray.
Paternal grandparents are Joan and
John Ensor of Jarrettsville, Md. A
maternal great-grandmother is Mrs.
Elwyn Robbins of Mayfield.

This beautifully crafted sterling silver kiss by
J & C Ferrara is a perfect gift for any occasion when
you want to show affection And, how about wrapping
it with a package of real Hershey's Milk Chocolate
Kisses to satisfy her sweet tooth Then, the rest is
Up to you—a kiss or two of your own wouldn't be bad

$19.95

Kiss in Sterling Silver

Also available in 14K Gold and 18K Gold
E..cr.v.eiy Licensed kedemer. of Hershey Foods Corp
J & C Feriata Co inc Licensee

J.T. Lee, Jeweler
Dixieland Shopping Center

759-1141

Kappas give donation

Bible Study with Rex Smith/7
p.m./Coldwater United Methodist
Church.

FINAL
MARKDOWN

Book Signing Party for Dr. Sandra
Brady/I:30-4:30 p.m./Cumberland
Room, Curris Center, Murray State
University.
First Presbyterian Church
Women/1:30 p.m./church.
Thursday, Feb. 6
Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Clubrl p.m./club
house.

$5-$10-$15-$20
• $25-$50 Racks

Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club/1 p.m./club house.
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi/7 p.m./Valentine
banquet/Seafood Express.
Murray Art Guild/open 6-9 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
for senior citizens' activities.

All Fall & Winter Merchandise Must Go!

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
for senior citizens' activities.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.

,servicesi

Young N Hearts/10 a.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

First Christian Church events
include Evangelism Committee/12
noon/Pagliai's; Christian Family
Fellowship/5:15 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7 p.m.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous() p.m./Parish Center/
St. Leo Catholic Church.

Service

75

Murray High School Tiger Freshmen host Christian County/6:30
p.m.
Health Express of Murray Calloway County Hospital/
Lakeland Wesley Village/9-11 a.m.
and Kenlake State Park at
Aurora/12:30-3 p.m.
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OPENS THURSDAY
Murray Laundry Center

CALENDAR
Wednesday, Feb. 5
Westside Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
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Members of the Area Recycling Committee, Pat Clement, left, and
Esther James, discuss ways the donation from the Kappa Department
of the Murray Woman's Club will assist ARC's efforts to share information about opportunities for recycling in the Murray-Calloway
County area. ARC meets the second Tuesday of each month from 12
noon to 1 p.m. in the upstairs dining room of Pagliai's. Anyone interested in learning more about recycling is invited to join the committee
for lunch. This month's meeting will be Tuesday, Feb. 11.
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Southside Shopping Center
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'Miracle boy' makes honor roll

100-year-old murder re-examined
murder weapon.
Many theories have emerged
about the crime that inspired 17
books, a movie and even a ballet.
This year, a local author added an
illegitimate brother to the suspects.
"I love a good mystery like
everyone else," said Staffs, a professor of law and forensics science
at George Washington University.
"We're trying to give the Bordens
a chance to say what really happened. It's like having a whole newe
jury in the case."
Andrew and Abby Gray Borden,
his second wife, were killed on
Aug. 4, 1892 — Abby in an
upstairs room and her husband on a
sofa where he stretched out to nap.
Lizzie, a 32-year-old Sunday
school teacher, was acquitted on
June 30, 1893.
Starrs said he hopes to have concrete findings in time for an Aug. 4
conference marking the 100th
anniversary of the crime.
Community reaction to Starrs'
search was mixed, although dozens
of people turned out Monday to
watch.
"It was sort of like a carnival
atmosphere," said Paul Fletcher, a
planner of the August conference
and a professor at Bristol Community College. "I was expecting
to see someone selling popcorn."
"I just say let it rest," said Pat
Richards, one of Fall River's park
commissioners. "I wouldn't want

hopes to win permission from a
court and Bordens' relatives to
exhume them, hoping modern science might shed light on the case.
Starrs also has exhumed the
body of Alferd Packer, the Colorado prospector suspected of resorting to cannibalism to keep alive
during a snowstorm, and of Dr.
Carl Austin Weiss, accused of
assassinating Louisiana Gov. Huey
Long.
The radar found evidence of two
burial sites where the skulls might
lie, but Starrs said it will take at
least a month to analyze the
findings.
Starrs said he wants to see,
among other things, it wounds in
the skulls match the blade of a
shingling hatchet found at the Borden home and believed to be the

FALL RIVER, MISS. (AP) —
Almost a century after Lizzie Borden was accused in the ax murders
of her parents, a forensics expert
scanned their graves with radar
Monday for clues in one of America's most celebrated mysteries.
Lizzie was acquitted in court but
:onvicted in verse: "Lizzie Borden
took an ax and gave her mother 40
whacks. When she saw what she
had done, she gave her father 41."
James E. Starrs used the groundpenetrating radar to search the hill
at Oak Grove Cemetery where Lizzie, her father, stepmother, and sisters are buried. His first task was to
find the parents' skulls, which were
removed from the bodies and displayed by the prosecutor in the
If the skulls are there, Starts

*tutu #cag
Hwy. 641N • 753-4141

•Kids 10 & Under Eat FREE
Every Mon. thru Wed.
•Farm Raised Catfish
Special - 1/2 Order $4.99
*Th/Fri./Sat. Seafood
Buffet $8.99

Oran 4 Pm

Mon--Seg-
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
Internal Revenue Service is
attempting to create a new image
among taxpayers and is deemphasizing audits and
enforcement.
Instead, IRS is promoting the use
of community volunteers to help
the poor and elderly with incometax returns and its extension of services into communities.
The IRS is counting on those
efforts to build trust among taxpayers too afraid to seek personal help
at its 11 Kentucky offices.
"The TV sitcoms really put us
in a negative light," said Judy
Krebs, IRS public information
officer in Louisville.
The public's bad attitude toward
the agency is especially noticeable

PROPERTIES, LTD.

BOB HALEY
BOB PERRIN
PAUL DAILEY
489-2266
753-3509
753-8702
753-SOLD
•
BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY

10 Minute Oil Change
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•sa P1:-

(502) 759

Novelist Evan Hunter theorized
in his book "Lizzie" that she
killed her stepmother after being
surprised in a lesbian embrace with
Sullivan. Hunter suggests her
father was killed to cover up the
crime.
Now, author Arnold R. Brown in
"Lizzie Borden: The Legend, the
Truth, the Final Chapter," claims
Andrew Borden's illegitimate son,
William, was the murderer. William was found hanging from a tree
in 1901, apparently a suicide.
Brown believes he was killed, and
is trying to get permits to exhume
the body from its grave in Taunton.

IRS trying to shed negative image

RF/MW

e

someone digging up my body alter
100 years."
But Donald Souza, 34, a lifelong
Fall River resident, said: "We all
grew up with the legend. I don't
know who really did it. That's why
we're all here to find out."
Among the authorities on the
case, a 23-year-old book by
Edward Radin concludes the Bordens' maid, Bridget Sullivan, fed
up with anti-Irish bigotry, committed the murders.
Those who blame the crime on
Lizzie Borden say her motives may
have been a longstanding resentment toward her stepmother, a
short, fat compulsive eater. They
also say she may have feared her
father would leave all his money to
his wife.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) — Rich Pond Elementary School
pupil Mitchell Berman made the honor roll recently.
The academic honor roll is an accomplishment for any student, but
for this 9-year-old Bowling Green boy who was in a coma for five
months last year, it could almost be called a miracle.
Mitchell, a fourth-grader, started attending school again in October,
five months after coming out of the coma.
"I wasn't expecting to make the honor roll," Mitchell said.
Mitchell has done a lot of unexpected things lately. Last January,
Mitchell slipped into a coma after suffering a stroke and seizures
brought on by hemalytic-uremic syndrome, a rare blood disease. Physicians told Louis and Bonnie Berman their son probably wouldn't wake
up.
"You find yourself asking questions you never thought you would
ask," Mrs. Berman said. "We were asking the doctors Is he going to
survive?' and they told us they didn't expect him to make it through
the night. But Mitchell did wake up in May. By then, he had been
transferred to New Medico, a neurological rehabilitation center in
Slidell, La. Physicians again predicted a gloomy future for Mitchell,
telling his parents he would probably be in a vegetative state.
Mitchell again proved them wrong.
"He was supposed to be a vegetable and obviously he's not," Mrs.
Berman said. "All this has happened within a year's time."
Mitchell returned to Bowling Green in September and started auending school two days a week the following month. Tona Chambers, an
education specialist who can from New Medico with Mitchell, said
he does well in the four stThjects he is taking.
During the days he's not in school, Mitchell studies at Mrs. Chambers' home. He also goes to physical therapy five days a week and
speech and occupational therapy three days a week. It's a busy schedule for a boy who wasn't supposed to live.
Mitchell said he doesn't remember a lot about being sick.
However, Mrs. Berman's memories of that critical time are vivid. At
first, she said she shied away from using the word miracle when talking about Mitchell's recovery.
"I've been asked 'Would you consider Mitch a miracle?' but I
didn't want to use that word," she said. "But since that time I've seen
CAT scans, I've seen MItls and I've had professional medical people
tell me this should not be happening — that it's medically impossible
— so I'm getting more comfortable with it."
Mrs. Berman said the best thing about Mitchell's recovery is that
he's retained the happy-go-lucky attitude be had before his illness.

16th at Chestnut
Five Points
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SALE
END
YEAR
EVERYTHING MUST GO!

at the Kentucky State Fair, where
IRS has an information booth each
year. Some people give it wide
berth, according to workers who
have staffed it.
"My favorite comment is 'I'm
sorry, but I don't like you people,— said Debbie Campbell, taxpayer education administrator at
Kentucky's main IRS office in
Louisville.
But as the 1992 tax season
arrives, volunteers will be an
important part of the agency's
effort to present a kinder, gentler
public image. Campbell said IRS
volunteers helped nearly 53,000
people, a 10 percent increase over
1990.
The agency currently is training
volunteers to help prepare tax
returns at churches, community
halls and senior centers. Kentucky
will have about 1,600 volunteers
this year at more than 200 sites,
she said.

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Thursday-Friday-Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

$3.95 per yd.
$4.50

KItchen Print-Action Back
Kangaback

209 Ft. Impression Commercial Carpet Graphic Print
Blue, Beige, Gray

$3.99
$8.99 per yd.
Approx. 80 oz. 400 ft. Bark Tan-Beige
1100 ft. Blue Gray Commercial Plush
$4.50 per yd.
5 Rolls Approx. 150 ft. Each 26 oz. Commercial $3.50
300 ft. 28 oz. Commercial Carpet
Teal Green - Peach - Tan
All Ber-Ber Carpet In Stock

$3.95 per
$6.95 per

IRS employees, for the first
time, also will be hosts to a series
of workshops at public libraries in
Jefferson County about a special
tax credit available to low-income,
working families that may bring
them an additional refund.
In other counties, the IRS has
asked county extension agents to
help spread the word.
This year. the IRS is pushing the
Earned Income Credit — the special credit available to low-income,
working families with children —
because changes in the law have
increased the potential refund and
made more people eligible.
More paperwork is required to
claim the expanded benefits. A
separate tax schedule must be filed.
And the IRS wants to explain it to
those who qualify, said W. Bruce
Dillman, an IRS public affairs specialist in Louisville.
The IRS also is promoting the
Earned Income Credit plan through

247-8537

yd.

yd.

GenIse Yarn Carpet 134 Wide Heavy Trace Sculptured
Assorted Colors - Regular Price $14.99 Sale Price
Only 9 L•tt X 125 ft. ROHS - Closeout

$6.99

.
KarIGANICK•
3,95.6.95
All Types

•Scuiptured
-Trackless
-Plush In Stock

7 Colors
Of Vinyl
To Choose
From

$288
per yard

Commercial
Level Loop
Lots of Ssloctions

Thousands of yards of carpet to choose from.
Padding Special Price With Purchase

QUANTUM's PERM
perm ,
wonci

I

mat we aeiect *he torrnoa
-at s test for rout ha,Price
eleS Sharlp0C haocLA and
'!orig Long hairand Desgn
V'eaD extra

Hundreds of Short Rolls To Choose From!
Everything must go! Unbelieveable Bargains!

Prim It ollgot through Sat
F•brosly &

Come By & Get Your FREE Almanac Calendar
Come See The Georgia Boy

JCPenney
Styling Salon

The Carpet 8 Vinyl Store

Monday-Tuosday-Wodneaday 10-8;
Thursday II Friday 9-4;
Saturday 94, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary

Look for the Old Steam Engines
641 South On Hazel Hwy.

Murray

753-0074
11992 JCPerwray Company 1n,

Or Call 759 9811

•

„
•

•

extension agents and employers
and with posters, public service
announcements and brochures.
The credit is available to a working person or couple who earned
less than $21,250 last year and had
a child in the home for more than
six months. The credit is subtracted
from the tax owed and, if the credit
is more than tfk tax, the difference
is refunded to the taxpayer.
Extra credit is available for those
who paid health insurance for a
child or had a baby born last year.
Individuals could receive up to
$2,020 through the credit, which
Dillman called "a big boost to a
lot of people."

'Con artists' are

targets of Attorney
General's legislation
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
"Con artists" who prey on the
newly unemployed or people with
bad credit are targets of legislation
being proposed by Attorney General Chris Gorman.
They include advance-fee loan
brokers, deceptive telephone solicitors and frahdulent "business
opportunity" promoters, Gorman
said in a news conference Monday.
They flourish when the economy
is bad, Gorman said.
"People are desperate. ... They
are prime candidates to be taken
advantage of by a con artist," he
said.
Gorman said he is seeking sponsors in the General Assembly for a
package of proposals on:
'Advance-fee loan brokers. They
solicit people with bad credit,
promising to obtain credit cards
and loans for them. The broker
demands an up-front payment, perhaps hundreds of dollars, then fails
to deliver.
Gorman's proposal would ban
loan closing costs for unlicensed
vendors. Closing costs could still
be charged by banks, savings and
loans and credit unions.
His plan was patterned after a
new Florida law that drove
advance-fee loan brokers out of
that state, Gorman said.
*Business opportunity promoters.
They promise to deliver goods or
services needed to begin a business, but the solicited consumer
has to put up thousands of dollars
in advance.
Gorman said his plan would
require greater disclosure, including earning potential, and require
more restitution.
*Charitable solicitations. Gorman's
proposal would crack down on
,companies that claim to raise
money for charity but actually
pocket all or most of it for
hedw
would
etxpense
iroeguiro
a
s.They
d
o
post
bond
disclose
their money is spent.
Gorman said his plan would not
affect legitimate charities or organizations like Girl Scouts and Boy
Scouts, which sell cookies and
popcorn to make money.
Gorman said he had other proposed legislation concerning disreputable home-improvement contractors, confidentiality of consumer credit reports and marketing of
pay-for-call 900 numbers.
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Rare disorder turns half
of girl's body to stone

Obituaries
Bonnie D. Crass
The funeral for Bonnie D. Crass
wilt be today at 4 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Gerald Owen will
officiate. Jerry Bolls will direct the
song Service.
Pallbearers will be Dennis Crass,
Mark Crass, Joe Crass, Jimmy
David Hopkins, Wayne Hopkins
and Roger Hopkins.
Burial will follow in Mt. Cannel
Cemetery.

Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mr. Crass, 86, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
died Monday at 7:52 a.m. at Life
Care Center, Paducah.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Gracie Hopkins and husband,
Newell, Murray; two sons, Homer
Crass and wife, Ruth, Murray, and
Howard Crass and wife, Linda, Rt.
1, Kirlcsey; 13 grandchildren; 36
great-grandchildren.

Pat Watkins
Funeral rites for Pat Watkins
will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe will
officiate.. Mrs. Oneida White will
be organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Joseph Re,
Doug Kinsey, Paul Robertson, Benny Watkins, Keith Watkins and
Brien Chambers.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Mr. Watkins, 77, of 213 South
13th St., Murray, died Sunday at
9:10 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Barbara Pinson and husband,
David, Alexandria, Va.; two grandchildren, Karen Re, Springfield,
Va., and Amy Kinsey, Nashville,
Tenn.; two great-grandchildren,
David Re and Justin Kinsey; two
sisters, Ms. Elizabeth Watkins and
Ms. Agnes Watkins, and two
brothers, Kenzie Watkins and wife,
Mary Jo, and William W. Watkins
and wife, Sue, all of Benton; two
sisters-in-law, Mrs. Vivian Watkins, Murray, and Mrs. Edna Watkins, Hardin.

Neale B. Mason
Services for Neale B. Mason
were today at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Dr. David Roos and Dr. Roger
Reichmuth officiated. Music was
by a string quartet composed of
John Steffa, Nancy Steffa, Eric
Williams and Elaine Williams.
Active pallbearers were Ray
Conklin, Donald Story, Russell
Terhune, Charlie Stone, Joe Routon
and torn Vanarsdel.
An honorary group was composed of faculty and faculty emeritus of the Music Department of
Murray State University.
Burial was in Murray Memorial
Gardens.

The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to the Murray State University, Music Department, Scholarship for Strings.
Mr. Mason, 72, of 1211 Mimosa
Lane, Murray, died Sunday at 9
a.m. at West View Nursing Home,
Murray.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Dorothy W. Mason; one daughter, Mrs.
Katherine Mason Stanley and husband, William, Boulder, Colo.; one
son, Robert F. Mason and wife,
Sarah, Atlanta, Ga.; one grandchild, Christopher Neale Mason,
Atlanta.

Mrs. Grady S. Myers
The funeral for Mrs. Grady S.
Myers will be Thursday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Sykes Funeral
Home, Clarksville, Tenn.
Mrs. Myers, 91, Deltona, Fla.,
died Monday at 4:30 a.m. at Sanford Memorial Hospital, Sanford,
Fla.

She is survived by a stepdaughter, Mrs. Marilyn Clark and husband, Doris, one stepgrandson,
Rickey N. Clark and wife, Frances,
one stepgranddaugher, Mrs. Neva
Rickman and husband, James, all
of Murray; and one nephew, Greg
H. Smith and wife, Carolyn, Ann
Arbor, Mich.

Miss Verdie Allbritten
Graveside rites for Miss Verdie
Allbritten were today at 10 a.m. at
New Providence Cemetery. John
Dale officiated.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
was in charge of arrangements.
Miss Allbritten, 89, Phoenix,

Man indicted for shooting

hit effluents Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
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Price

Ariz., formerly of Calloway County, died Thursday at 5:15 a.m. at
Humana Hospital, Phoenix.
Local survivors include two cousins, Mrs. Cassie Hendon and Mrs.
Eliza Craig, both of Rt. 2, Hazel.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — A federal grand jury on Tuesday indicted
a 27-year-old man on charges that
he shot an unemployed Kentucky
man who had come to Washington
to make holiday money selling
Christmas trees.
Keith Kellems of Owensboro,
Ky., was critically injured when he
was shot atfa tree lot in Northeast
Washington last Dec. 14.
The indictment charges Byron
Tyler of Northeast Washington
with assault with intent to kill
while armed and armed robbery,
possession of a firearm during a
violent crime and carrying a pistol
without a license.
If convicted, Tyler faces at least
five years in prison, the U.S. Attorney's office said.
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Joe Mason, Jr. D.M.D.
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on premises
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Say '7 Love You"
with a

Balloon Boutique
Great Selection of
Gifts and Valentine Cards

HOLLAND DRUGS
Downtown, Crt. Sq.

753-1482

Remember the 10th

For City Newspaper Carriers
wow° vow
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,
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The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

Mray Ledger & Times

Regular Office Hours
Monday, Wednesday and Thursday,
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tuesday, 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Regular hours will resume on Tuesday,
Feb. 11 at our new location.
Telephone messages will be checked regularly and
calls returned as soon as possible.
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said. "She's been a real motivated
girl. In the long term, her biggest
Associated Press Welter
trouble will be that she continues
PORTLAND, Ore. — The right to grow in a lopsided manner."
half of 11-year-old Robin NewDoctors said they know of about
ton's body, along a dividing line 200 cases of fibrodysplasia ossifithat runs straight down her spine, is cans progressiva. Robin's condition
as hard as stone. The left half is is even more rare, said Fred
normal.
Kaplan, chief of metabolic bone
Robin suffers from an extremely diseases at the University of Penrare and mysterious disease in nsylvania Medical School.
which the muscles become ossified,
Kaplan, who has studied Robin's
or turn to bone. But doctors said case, said has known three patients
they have never seen anything with the disorder but none as
quite like Robin's condition, in severe. Robin is believed to be the
whicli normal tissue is symmetri- first person with exactly half of her
cally separated from diseased.
body affected, according to
Because one side of her jaw is Vincent.
affected, her teeth are clenched
The exact cause of the disease is
shut. She can move her lips and unknown. While there is no cure,
talk through her teeth, but eating is doctors and the Newtons said
a problem. Last week, doctors they're trying to make life easier
removed several teeth and put a for Robin.
feeding tube in her stomach.
At a recent news conference at
Robin can walk but has trouble her foster parents' home in the cengetting around. Her right leg is 8 tral Oregon town of La Pine, Robin
inches shorter than her left, and played Nintendo — a favorite pasbone spurs have made it painful for time — while Mrs. Newton spoke
her to wear a lift in her shoe. Doc- about the challenge — financial
tors removed the spurs last week to and medical — of raising her.
ease the pain.
Robins is in a special education
Still, Robin is an active young- class in school, but doctors said the
ster who gets up early in the morn- disease probably has not affected
ing and goes to bed after midnight her intelligence. Her problems with
"unless we wear her out first," school more likely are the result of
said her foster mother, Ella New- her upbringing in a Mexican
ton. Robin lived in a Mexican orphanage, they said.
orphanage until she was 9.
Before doctors removed several
"She has a spirit that is uncanny
teeth,
"it took two to three hours
as far as I'm concerned," Mrs.
to
feed
her because she only had a
Newton said. "She has a will to
'41
-inch
space in her teeth to put
live and a will to do whatever is
required to make her as normal as food through," Mrs. Newton said.
"She flatly refused to eat pureed
possible."
Robin's condition is known as foods or baby foods. She said 'I'm
limited intramembranous hetero- not a baby. I'm a big girl."
At 3 feet and 32 pounds, Robin
topic ossification. It is related to
another disorder called fibrodyspla- is about 2 feet shorter and 50
sia ossificans progressiva disease, pounds lighter than an average
which turns skeletal muscle to 11-year-old.
The family plans to get a wheelcartilage.
chair
to help her get around, but
The bone spreads through tissue
doctors
said it's healthier for her to
and muscle to the dennis, a second
Her
family plans on having
walk.
layer of skin below the surface laydo
both.
her
er. It does not affect her organs.
Robin, who was born in Mexico
"This is sort of fracture healing
City,
was among dozens of handgone mad," said one of her docicapped
children adopted by
tors, Kent Vincent, a professor of
another Oregon couple, Diane and
orthopedics at Oregon Health SciDennis Nason.
ences University.
Mrs. Newton and her husband,
The disease itself is not fatal,
Floyd,
a supermarket produce manVincent said, although the sedenager,
have
had her since May,
tary lifestyle it can force on its vicsaid they could
when
the
Nasons
tims slightly decreases life
care for her.
no
longer
expectancy.
Since then, the Nasons have lost
"But for Robin, since she's
their children
completely mobile, I would expect custody of all
of child
allegations
because
of
she'd have a normal life span," he
abuse. They have denied the
allegations.
Mrs. Newton, who has three
other children, said that she worries
about expenses but that she and her
husband have wanted to care for a
Ilroderal-Ststs Markel News Sardis Fairuary 5.1112
handicapped youngster since one of
Keiducky Purcbms Arss H. Marks( Report Iscludes 3
Buying Strider Ilscelpbc act. 332,Est. led Barrows &
children died of cerebral palsy
their
CIO
blilser Sows iissdy to $IAS kftwor
US 1-1 231454 lbs.
12 years ago.
$311137.51
US 1-1 1114341 lbs.
134./K34-58
"I would take 10 more if we
US 13 1311.31611 lbs.
1134.511147.10
US 3-4 241-170 lbs.
1135.51-34.5*
could afford them," she said.
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Orr named new ATC manager
American Television & Communications Corporation (ATC)
National Division has named Rick
On as general manager for the
Terre Haute, Ind. system
Orr joined ATC in 1984 as
marketing manager for ATC
National Division's Murray, Ky.,
system, and more recently
expanded his responsibilities to
area marketing manager for six
National Division systems. He also
Pad responsibility for advertising
sales in half of those systems.

TV preacher
stops robber
OSLO, Norway (AP) — A man
with a shotgun tried to hold up a
bank but wound up on the floor
after a television evangelist
intervened.
The newspaper Dagbladet said
fundamentalist preacher Hans Bratterud faced the man, ordered him
to stop and shouted for Jesus to
help
When the robber turned toward
Bratterud, another customer at the
DnB Bank picked up a large ashtray and hit the man on the head,
knocking him down.
The robber was hospitalized
after Monday's incident.

Mussolini heir
runs as fascist
NAPLES, Italy (AP) — Alessandra Mussolini, following in the
footsteps of her grandfather Benito,
is going into politics as a neoFascist candidate for Parliament in
April's elections, party officials
said Tuesday.
The 29-year-old Mussolini is
daughter of the fascist dictator's
son Romano, a jazz pianist. and
Maria Scicolone, sister of the film star Sophia Loren.
An actress and recent medical
school graduate, she will be -running in Naples for the neo-Fascist
Italian Social Movement, or MSI.
Ms. Mussolini is best known in
Italy for having been a hostess on a
popular variety show and having
played a number of minor roles in
films, often alongside her betterknoAn aunt.
The NISI came in fourth in the
last parliamentary elections in
1987, after the Christian Democrats. Communists and Socialists,
taking about 6 percent of the vote.
Parliamentary elections are scheduled for April 5.

He and his wife, the former Nancy Fitch, have two daughters,
Robyn Elizabeth and Rachel Jane.

He holds a bachelor's degree in
journalism from Murray State
University.
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We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Owen's Best Family Pack

Hyde Park Grade 'A' Frozen

Owen's Best Sliced

Beef
Baked Ham Ground
3-4 Lb. Pkg.
99
Leg
Minute

Turkey Breast

Slab3-4 Lb.Bacon
Pkg.

Fields Finest

Owens

Steaks

$2

Lb.

99!
35c
99`,

TAX-DEFERRED

RATE ctARANIEED rolt
oNE YEAR. Lirly mirrui.di
charge.' apply
minimum'

$259

V. 1St l'1111(111)

Bob COrnelison

753-4703

C
U S Choice
Boneless Sirloin

Tip Steak

Turkey

Owens Best Family Pack

Ground Chuck
1 59

U.S. Choice Boneless Sirloin

$239

Del Monte

Rosedale

LC

Tomatoes

46 oz

31$100

Eckrich

Eckrich All Meat

Smoked Sausage
Franks
39
Vienna $1 89
Baked
1
1 Lb
Lb
Sausage
Beans

Tip Roast
19
Tomato
Lb.
Juice

$2

Arrnu

89c

89'
Reg. or Buffer Flavor

Crisco

2/89'
Coke, Diet Coke, Mello Yello,
Min. Maid, Mr. Pibb

99
3 Lb.

I

2 Liter

Rainbow

Del Monte F.S. or Cut
Van Camp

Larsen Reg. & Light

Prairie Farm

Whole Milk

gal.

Del Monte C.S. or W.K.

5/$20o

RC, Diet RC, Diet Rae,
8 pk.
Sundrop

Coke, Diet Coke, Mello Yello, $109
12 pk.
Min. Maid, Mr. Pibb

Kleenex Bathroom

Tissue

Mr

Lb

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Baked Ham
99

$3

Lb.

$169

$ 1 69
21 oz.
1

t

Jiffy Corn

6.5 oz.

5/$100

81/2 oz.

Hunts Tomato

4 roll pkg.

glen
489

69'

Lucky Leaf Cherry,Reg. or Light

16 oz.
Star Kist Oil or Water Pk.

Tuna

BBQ Pork

99' Paper Towels
2/99' Spaghetti Sauce
! Pie Filling
sop
59' Muffin Mix
79' Ketchup
Ragu 28 oz.-30 oz.

16 oz.

Golden Corn 17 oz.

Owen's Best

o

13 oz.

Veg-All

16 oz.

Scoff Ingle

American Ace Brick Pk.

Coffee

Pork & Beans

'299

$ 1 39

Green Beans 16 oz 5/$2"

99°

RC, Diet RC,
Diet Rite, Sundrop

Sugar

ja w

24 oz. Squeeze ‘10

1
511.0•Chiee

Fried Chicken

Large Stalk

Washington State
X-Fancy Red or
Golden Delicious

Broccoli

Apples

99!„3

$489

79' 69' 89

Owen's Best

BaYfield County
Muenster

5 Lb Bag
Red

Dole
Golden Ripe

BBC) Ribs
59

Cheese
$159

Potatoes

Bananas

Owen's Best
Storemade

Cole Slaw

Owen's Famous
2 ups. 2 *Argil.
2 Thighs. 3 email

g

INSURANCE

Ground

99

Lb

IS3.1000

FARM
BUREAU

%II Turkey

Quarters

4 Lb

EARN
7%

I

fratext laelet ellie,41

Deli Hot Line
We Accept Food Stamps • We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities 753-7811

Bungling burglar
helps catch self
ST. PALL Minn. (AP) — A
bungling burg.ar left a trail of
feathers and footprints that allowed
Jlice to -stop him in his tracks.
The burglar s down-filled jacket
was sliced open by jagged glass as
he broke into a public library Friday night. Then he shoved a coinoperated ;.()pying machine downstan, p.Lc said.
:hef apparently was frying
to break open the copier's money
box. But all he got was a pool of
black copy toner on the floor,
where he left footprints, police
said.
Alerted by a silent alarm, the
building superintendent confronted
the burglar, and police caught him
several blocks away. Police said
the footprints on the library floor
matched the suspect's shoes.
Glenn M. Peterson, 29, of St.
Paul was charged Monday with
third-degree burglary.

Hours:
Iklh. 1 a.m.-1 p.m.
Fri & Sat. I a.m.-7 p.m.

$3
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b

Lb

69' 39

Lb
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SECTION B
Campus Lights

Scenes from Murray States' 55th annual student musical Campus Lights. Clockwise from the top right:
Susan Taylor smashes cake into Tracy Bakers' mouth during the wedding scene, Angie Houser primps while
singing Who's That Woman, Scott Ferguson gives Bart Dawson tips on women, and Susan Taylor faints
after realizing she is married to Tracy Baker.
Staff photos by Caady Idsthen
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Mahoney fills
one vacancy;
two still open

Charity stripe costly
to Lakers at Marshall
By MICHAEL BANKS

Staff Report

Marshall 75, LAKERS 54

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Murray Lodger & Times

Murray State University has
filled one of three vacancies on
its football staff by hiring Mike
Cavanaugh to coach either the
offensive line or running backs.
"I'm pleased to confirm that
Mike Cavanaugh is joining our
staff," Racer head coach Mike
Mahoney said Tuesday. "He is
very knowledgeable and a hard
worker. He'll be an asset."
Cavanaugh, 29, comes fnxn
Alma (Mich.) College, where he
was an assistant for four seasons. Last season, he ws the
Scots' defensive coordinator and
linebackers coach, while in
1989-90 he was the offensive
coordinator and offensive line
coach. He coached receivers and
running backs in 1988.
In '88, Alma posted a 6-3
record and won the Michigan
Intercollegiate Athletics Conference. In '89, the Division 3
Scots ranked fifth in the nation
in total offense, averaging 449
yards per game.
A native of Meriden, Conn.,
Cavanaugh graduated from Wallingford Lyman Hall High
School in 1981 and Southern
Connecticut State University in
1986. He was an all-state
offensvie guard at Lyman Hall
High. He attended the University of New Haven, before sustaining a career-ending knee
injury as a freshman.
Cavanaugh then transferred to
Southern Connecticut State and
served as a student assistant on
the football staff. As a senior,
he also coached at Hamden
High School. He was a graduate
assistant in 1986 at State University of New York and an
assistant at Wesleyan (Conn.)
University in 1987.
He is married and has one
son.

BENTON—Fifteen feet, nine
inches was the gap which separated
Calloway County and Marshall
County in their game here Tuesday
night.
Calloway County hit just 11 of
27 free throws and missed the front
end of six one-and-one bonus situations in the final quarter as the
MarshaIls picked up the 75-54 district win in Reed Conder Memorial
Gym.
"It was a nightmare at the line,"
said Calloway Head Coach Ron
Greene. "At the beginning of the
year it was one of our strongest
suits, but we just couldn't hit one
tonight."
After closing a one-time
15-point lead to 10, 57-47, with
5:51 left, the Lakers' Eric Johnson
would miss the front end of two
consecutive one-and-one bonus
situations and see Marshall County
counter back with a free throw and
a rebound basket.
Calloway (0-15) came back to
within striking distance on Jason
Greer's 8-foot jumper, but succomb

CALLOW*Y
eiaRIMIALL

12 20 30 84
13 33 14 16
CALLOWAY ($al
Grow 23. Cogt14016 Gibson I Camisole 7 Horrtvc104
IL Pike 1 TOTALS FO-A 20-45 Three-pow 1 I (Car
mem} FT-A 11-27 Rstrourwls 22 Turnovers 12
MARSHAU. (71)
tiosatera 20 Fre* 10 WAWA 9, %Won S. Lo, 7
afte
5 Pagel 2 9rooks 2 TOTALS F3-A a-97
Three-paw 1 IlkoargH S. Parkto 2. NorthootO FT-A
11.19 Raticurras 42 Turnovers 22

at the line again as Trent Gibson,
Craig Carraway and Greer would
all miss the front end of the oneand-one in the next two minutes.
Marshall (13-9), meanwhile, was
taking advantage of the Laker misses and converting and when Gibson finally hit Calloway's first free
throws of the quarter with just 1:14
left, the Marshalls had built up a
20-point lead, 73-53.
To add insult to injury, Calloway
would hit just one of four free
throws in the final minute to finish
with three of 12 from the line in
the fourth quarter.
"It's like we put our fingers in
the dyke, but a new hole pops up,"
Greene said of his squad, which
had came into the game hitting better than 75 percent of their charity
(Cont'd on page 3B)

Calloway County's Wes Cogdell steals the ball away from Marshall County's Dusty Pagel during the second quarter of their district matchup Tuesday night. Marshall County took advantage of the Lakers'
misfortunes at the charity stripe in winning 75-54.

Shaky third quarter leads to last second loss
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Tuesday's game-winning shot
came in the last seconds, but
Reidland struck the winning blow
against Murray High in the third
quarter.
Greyhound senior Brian Gibson hit a three-point shot with
one second showing on the clock
to break a 64-64 deadlock and
send the Tigers to their 12th loss
of the season_
"It didn't boil down to the last
second," Tiger head coach Cary

Miller said after the 67-64 loss at
Murray High. "I thought we had
several chances earlier in the
game."
Though the Tigers saw a threepoint halftime lead turned into a
six-point deficit to start the
fourth, they still had a chance in
the final seconds.
41%.
Gibson, scoring 18 on the
night, hit a 15-footer with 59 seconds to play to answer Tiger
Chip Greene's free throw and tie
the game at 64.
With less than 30 seconds to
play, a Tiger shot was blocked

and Reidland was in position to
take the last shot.
Gibson found his way to the
top of the key for the wide-open
shot and drilled it.
"We were trying to foul at the
end," Miller said of the final 20
seconds. "We had two to give
and got one, the other just didn't
work out and the kid hit the
shot."
Though one-second was on the
clock, Murray players and coaches lobbied to the officials that
there should be at least two seconds left, maybe three.

Burkeen's 35 rips
Lady Lakers 89-62
By MICHAEL BANKS

Marshall 89, LADY LAKERS 62

Murray Ledger & Timers Staff Writer

Lady Laker Krista Stalls (#15) sees her pass attempt swatted by Marshall County's Jennifer Burkeen during Calloway's 89-62 loss. Looking on is Calloway's Leah Darnell.
MUM
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REPLACEMENT
WINDOWS
'Energy Saving
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*Sr Citizen Discounts
'Financing Available
We now have a branch offoce vi Murray We are
looking for 10 homes in Calloway Co to use as
advertrsong homes BIG DISCOUNTS NO G114MICKS Fi out coupon and
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BENTON—All it took was 250
seconds and a couple of Calloway
County turnovers.
That was the recipe Marshall
County used in dismantling the
Lady Lakers 89-62 here at Reed
Conder Memorial Gymnasium
Tuesday night.
The Lady Marshals, now 13-5,
turned a close game into a rout
when they let loose on a 12-0 run
the final two and half minutes of
the second quarter to go into the
half with a 45-32 lead and put to
rest any hopes of a Calloway
County upset.
"They just put a press on us and
we turned the ball over," said Calloway Head Coach Peter O'Rourke,
who was surprised by his team's
loss of composure and 25 turnovers
on the night. "We had people making mistakes that normally don't
make silly mistakes....I don't know
if it was the crowd, the Marshall
mystique or whatever, but we just
didn't handle the press well at all."
Trailing by just one, 33-32, with
2:55 left in Tuesday's game, the
Lady Marshals took advantage of
eight straight Calloway County turnovers to explode for six staight
buckets. Included in the twominute melee were two Calloway
County timeouts and Anne Paul,
one of the Lady Lakers leaders,
picking up her third foul.
The 250 seconds gave the Marshall County all the momentum
they needed as they went on a 14-4
run in the first five minutes of the
third period to lead 59-35. The
Lady Marshals maintained the lead
throughout the rest of the game as
the final margin was the biggest

CALLOWAY
MARSHALL

17 ZI 17 62
16 45 1111 119
CALLOV/AY
?ukress 7, sakhaa 3,
Howtrucke 111 Paul 13, Sas* 1 .°,12
Bug, 2. Pirao 2, Dunn 2, Wemeart 2. TOTALS FO-A
27-63 Thresiocert 1 IlAtcre1) FT-A 5-11 Retzunds
35 Turnovers 25
MARSHALL (MI)
BurWren 35. Seaford IS, Howard 12, Robins S. Polley
7, Cot* 6, FionvrwrIman 5 TOTALS FG-A 3649.
Trtresixant 0 FT-A 17-21

lead of the game.
"Yeah, it's going to have to stick
in back of their minds," O'Rourke
said when asked how big of a loss
it was for the Calloway girls. If
Marshall is unable to beat Mayfield
in a game later this week, then it
could very well mean Calloway
will draw the Lady MarshaIls in the
first round of the district tournament on their home floor.
When asked how the Lady Lakers will go about rebounding from
the big loss, O'Rourke said, "We
just have to go back to practice
tomorrow and think back to the
positive things tonight, which probably were the first quarter and half
of the second."
Calloway led by as many as 7
points in the opening period when
Kwanda Hombuckle punched in
two rebound baskets to put the
I.ady Lakers up 11-4 with 3:57 left.
However, Marshall County
answered with three straight
baskets to close within one in a
two minute time span. Center Jennifer Burkeen's inside bucket with
:02 left brought the Lady MarshaIls
to within 17-16. Burkeen would
enjoy a career night against Calloway as she finished the game with
35 points and dominated the inside.
"She just takes the ball to the
basket and does a really good job
inside," O'Rourke said of Burkeen.
(Cont'd on page 38)
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They were left with one second, but never got a shot.
Greene's pass to Aaron Whitaker
was met with the sound of the
horn and the game was over.
"I thought there was mere time
when we called the timeout,"
Miller said of the timeout after
Gibson's bomb, "but the clock
showed one second.
"People want to talk about the
last second or minute, but in
basketball, most of the time the
game comes down to something
you did earlier in the game," the
(Con('d on page 38)

Racers expect
to bring in 22
new recruits
on signing day
Staff

Report

Murray Ledger & Times

Murray State football coach
Mike Mahoney said that he expects
the Racers to sign at least 22 players to national letters, beginning
today when recruits may ink college grants-in-aid.
Mahoney said he doesn't plan to
confirm any signees until he has
their scholarship papers or faxed
copies of them in hand.

Knight's return to Champaign
highlighted by 76-65 Hoosier win
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. (AP) — drew the wrath of Illini fans a year
There was no rematch of last year's ago, but said he brought several
bitter confrontation between Bob thousand paying Indiana fans to
Knight-Lou Henson, just a Champaign Tuesday night.
"I figure I made them $24,000
handshake.
After No. 6 Indiana's 76-65 vic- this year," said Knight. "I'll be
tory over Illinois, the two coaches back in their good graces."
On the court, Knight and his
avoided the verbal exchange that
characterized Indiana's last stop at players said the victory over Illinois was important in light of the
Assembly Hall.
"That's what you normally do," Hoosiers' 76-60 loss to Michigan
Henson said, referring to the hand- State on Saturday.
"We knew coming into the
shake with the Hoosier coach.
"All you people are really disap- game we had to bounce back and
pointed, aren't you," Henson told get a win," said Indiana junior
reporters. "We gave you enough guard Greg Graham. "We did that
excitement last year to last 10 tonight, but we didn't win the way
we wanted to win."
years."
Knight acknowledged that he (Cont'd on page 3B)

Robinson, Spurs turn back
Portland 95-88 Tuesday night
Riding a six-game winning
streak, the Portland Trail Blazers
came to play some ball in Mister
Robinson's neighborhood.
The San Antonio Spurs center
swatted them back to Oregon.
David Robinson blocked a
season-high 11 shots, scored 23
points and pulled down 14
rebounds — his seventh career
triple-double — as the Spurs
defeated Portland 95-88 Tuesday
night.
"Anybody who didn't get
excited about that game has to be
dead," said Spurs coach Bob Bass,
now 6-1 since taking over for the
fired Larry Brown.
The Spurs-Trail Blazers game
was closer than the final score indicated. Trailing by three points with
the clock running down, Clyde
Drexler attempted two 3-point
shots and missed both.
He was called for a questionable

offensive foul on the second
attempt with 3.4 seconds left when
Spurs defender Sean Elliott tripped
over Drexler's leg as he landed.
"They said I kicked the guy,"
Drexler said. "I was shooting a
3-pointer and I tried to get my legs
into the shoi"
A livid Drexler was assessed two
technical fouls and Sean Elliott
made both foul shots. Terry Cummings added a layup at the buzzer
to account for the seven-point margin of victory.
"I regret losing my control,"
Drexler said. "But I didn't like the
call and I couldn't let it go. There
were three tough calls in a row and
that was the third strike for me."
"I have no idea what they called
at the end. I think they called an
offensive foul on a fadeaway jumper," said an exasperated Rick
Alelman, coach of the Blazers.

MURRAY
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Actions & Reactions
OVC PLAYERS OF THE WEEK

inexperienced."
After Illinois took its big early
lead, Bailey, who finished with 14
points, hit a pair of free throws and
added a third after the Illinois
bench was called for a technical
with 15:02 remaining in the first
half. Bailey finished his spurt with
an eight-foot jumper.
Eric Anderson gave the Hoosiers
their first lead with a 16-foot jumper with 12:16 left mm the half,
and Indiana used the 16-6 surge to
take control.
The Hoosiers hit five of six free
throws in the last 3:05 of the half
to post a 45-31 lead. They widened
their margin to as many as 21
points in the second half.
The Illini rallied to 65-55, but
the teams virtually traded baskets
in the final minutes.
Indiana hit 49 percent of its
shots from the field, while the Illini
connected on 41 percent. However,
Illinois was 15-of-20 from the freethrow line, while Indiana hit
20-of-30.

(Cont'd from page 18)
Indiana (16-3, 7-1) took over
sole possession of first place.
Second-place Ohio State, 6-1 in the
conference, plays Wisconsin today.
Calbcrt Cheaney led the Hoosiers with 23 points and eight
rebounds. Damon Bailey added 14
points and Eric Anderson 13,
Tom Michael's 21 points —
including 5 of 7 from 3-point range
— and eight rebounds paced Illinois (8-11, 2-7). Deon Thomas had
13 points and T.J. Wheeler 12.
Illinois jumped ahead 13-4, but
Indiana's Damon Bailey scored the
game's next five points. The Hoosiers went on a 16-6 surge midway
through the first half for a 35-25
advantage, and the Mini never got
any closer.
"Early we played well, but late
we just couldn't sustain it," said
Henson. "The foul trouble really
killed us because we can't go to
our bench. They're too young and

Murray State junior guard Frank Allen, who scored 46 points and had 10
rebounds and eight assists in road wins against Middle Tennessee and
Eastern Illinois, was announced Tuesday as the Ohio Valley Conference
player of the week.
In addition, another MSU guard, Maurice Cannon, was announced as
the OVC newcomer of the week. Cannon, who shared the honor with
Brandon Samuels of Southeast Missouri, scored 35 points in the two
games and had nine rebounds and five assists.

GENERAL
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Prosecutors rested their case against Mike
Tyson after his accuser's mother, the last of 20 witnesses called, tearfully
described how her happy-go-lucky daughter became a frightened child in
the weeks after the alleged rape. At the end of the prosecution's case,
Judge Patricia J. Gifford of Marion Superior Court granted a defense
motion to throw out a charge of confinement against the former heavyweight champion. Tyson, 25, still is charged with rape and criminal deviate
conduct and faces up to 60 years in prison on the remaining charges.
The mother's testimony, which moved at least one juror to tears,
capped a morning of legal setbacks for the defense, which later called six
witnesses, including the accuser's father. Gifford refused to let the jury
hear three surprise defense witnesses and allowed the prosecution to play
parts of a tape of Tyson's accuser talking to a 911 operator.
Earlier, defense attorney F. Lane Heard III said three witnesses who
came forward Thursday claimed the pair "were all over one another" when
the limo pulled up to Tyson's hotel. The judge said she believed the witnesses were "substantially prejudicial" to the state's case and reprimanded defense attorneys for waiting so long to alert prosecutors to the
existence of the witnesses. Tyson's accuser, an 18-year-old Miss Black
America contestant, told police she met the fighter at a pageant rehearsal
on July 18 and went with him to his hotel room in the pre-dawn hours of
July 19. She said he restrained her on the bed and raped her.

"See me for all your family insurance needs"
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance companies
Horne Office: Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neoghbor, Slate Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
COLLEGE SCORES
EAST
Georgetown 71, 1Allenora 63
lona 83 Manhattan 77
lasesecnusens 76, St Bonarrenture 58
Princeton 42, Penn 40
Soon Hall 66, Providence 86
St Peers 65 Fairfield 50
Terryte 115 George Washington 75
SOUTHGeorgia St 106. Faultner 101, 01'
Liberty 69. George Mason 55
Memphis St 77 SW tarlatans 76
Pittsburgh 77 Maw 55
Vanctertek 89. Auburn $3
MIDWEST
Creighton 66: Bradley 47
Detroit 72. Notre Dame 70
Indiana 76, linos 65
Marquette 66 N Caroina Si.42
SW lasscun St 55 Drake 40
SOUTHWEST
Oral Roberts 106, Betiune-Cooluren 65
Texas 18, Roe 87
FAR WEST
Idaho 91, S Utah 70
New Mexico St 69, Cat Si -Fullerton 67
Wyoming 69, Air Force 47

Adair Co 69, Taylor Co 55
Allen Central 62, Prestorreburg 61
Ashland Bizaw 90. Pentane, 45
Ball Co 82. VAllansiburg 56
Bowing Green 78, Logan Co 63
Boyd Co 100, West Carter 56
Burgin 72, 1.6.41 30
Caldwel Co 65 Hopldrawide 70
Carlisle Co 60. Mayled 56
Caroms 93. Bardstown 74
Central Hardin Si. Meade Co 48
Cnonnati Elder 86, Garrotes. County 64
Clark Co 67, Montgomery Co 49
Clay Co. 94, Uncoln Co 53

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — A lawsuit on behalf of the 8-year-old son of the
late Hank Gathers, alleging negligence by former Loyola Marymount
coach Paul Westhead, has been withdrawn, attorneys for both sides said.
(Cont'd from page 2B)
The action has no effect on Gathers' son's claims against other defentosses. "We fix a few things and
dants in the case. The boy's attorneys, also representing Gathers' estate,
then something else comes
said that after almost two years of pretrial discovery, it has become appaapart...tonight we handle the press
rent to them that there's no evidence of individual liability on the part of
Westhead, now head coach of the NBA's Denver Nuggets. Claims by
pretty well (committing just 12 turGathers' estate against Westhead also were withdrawn.
novers compared to Marshall's 25),
Westhead was the Loyola Marymount coach when Gathers, 23, colbut then we fall apart at the free
1990,
4,
and
March
Pavilion
on
lapsed during a game at Loyola's Gersten
throw line."
was pronounced dead less than two hours later at a nearby hospital. The
announcement had no bearing on the $32.3 million suit filed by Gathers'
The Lakers stayed even with the
mother, two brothers and an aunt against Westhead, the college and team
district favorites for the first eight
doctors. The suit alleges negligence in allowing Gathers to play with the
minutes of Tuesday's game as
heart condition, and in the treatment afforded immediately after he
went to a spread-out, ballGreene
collapsed.
control offense as the Lakers trailCOLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — South Carolina forward Joe Rhett's college
career is over after medical tests showed he could collapse again. Tests
ed by just one, 13-12, going into
performed last week on Rhett after he collapsed in a game Jan. 25
the second period.
showed he has two conditions that increase his chances of collapsing dur"Early in the game we wanted to
Bill
ing periods of strenuous activities, according to team physician
the tempo and not give
establish
McKenzie.
them the chance to run up and
The first is that Rhett has a slow heart beat at rest, for which two years
ago he had a pacemaker implanted. The second condition — a chaotic
down the court, hit a couple of 3's
heart beat during intense exercise — was uncovered during the tests last
and get the crowd into it," Greene
week at Emory Hospital in Atlanta.
said.
averwho
Pistons
NEW YORK (AP) — Dennis Rodman of theJanuary,
However, the big Marshall
Detroit,
was named Edge
ed 22 rebounds and 11 points a game in
got into it in the second percrowd
NBA player of the month.

Burkeen's 35...
(Cont'd from page 2B)
"We also have a tendency to make
teams look good defensively."
Calloway held on to the lead to
the 5:42 mark in the second quarter
when Burkeen got an inside buckct.
However, the Lady Lakers
answered back with Hornbuckle to
go up 26-25 with 5:04 left.
But Burkcen would give Marshall County the lead for good with
a basket at 4:44 as the Lady Mar-

shalls held on to the one-point margin till the final 250 seconds.
Besides Burkeen's 35, forward
Amanda Seaford added 16 points
and Bridgette Howard had 12 off
of the bench.
Hombuckle paced Calloway with
18 points, while Paul and Krista
Stalls added 13. The Lady Lakers'
leading scorer, Valerie Shelton,
missed the game because of a
sprained ankle.

(Cont'd from page 2B)
veteran coach explained.
In the Tigers' case, it was the
third quarter.
Behind the scoring of Greene,
B.J. Jenkins and Damon Cohoon,
the Tigers held a 35-32 lead at
the break. Though getting into
foul trouble and having problems
on the boards, Murray shot
13-for-26 from the field.
Midway through the third quarter, Jenkins hit a bucket to put the
Tigers up 42-40. It was the last
Tiger hoop for three and a half
minutes.
Reidland ran off eight straight
points, converting three Tiger turnovers into six points to lead
48-42.
Jenkins hit two short jumpers
in the final two minutes to correct
some of the damage and draw
them within six, 52-46, going
into the fourth.
"You're usually going to have
lapses at different times during a
game and ours just happened to
come in the third quarter," Miller

by Trevor Parker and Daron Boatright gave the Marshalls their biggest lead of the game, 47-32, with
1:45 left in the period. However,
Calloway answered with a Carraway 3-pointer and two Greer jumpers, coupled around a Marshall
basket, to go into the fatal fourth
quarter trailing by just 10.
On the night the Lakers were 20
of 45 from the field for 44 percent,
but hit just one of nine 3 pointers.
Marshall was 43 percent from thc
field hitting 29 of 67.
Boatright, who connected on five
3 pointers, had 20 points to pace
Marshall while forward Jimmy Fraley added 10 as nine players scored
for the Marshalls.
Greer's 23 led Calloway as he
was the lone Laker in double figures. Wes Cogdell finished with
nine and Gibson added eight.
iod as Calloway was able to man- • In junior varsity action, Calloage just one field goal in the period way rallied but saw Marshall
and gave a preview of things to County hold on for a 60-39 win
come by missing their final three Tuesday night. The junior varsity
free throws before the half. Mar- Lakers fell to 3-9 on the season as
shall, meanwhile, exploded for 20 Mike Stubblefield led them with 15
points in the period to lead 33-20 points.
Tyler Bohannon added nine
at the break.
The third quarter was more of points and Kevin Orr finished with
the same as successive 3-pointers six.

said.
Jenkins, who led the Tigers
with 24 points, scored four
straight points midway through
the fourth period to give the
Tigers a 63-60 lead.
In that comeback, Murray
forced Reidland (6-15) into four
straight turnovers and held them
scoreless from the 5:30 mark to
1:28 of the game.
But, Reidland scored the most
important points of the game —
the last five.
'Ted Booth scored 17 and
James Foster put up 14 points to
lead the Tigers' JV squad to a
55-48 win over Reidland in the
evening's first game.

Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?
Today's Doctor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a ngid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster,Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams, President of Life University.
Additionally,I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call me
today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
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"Where the price and service
-

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at Whltnell
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

"DON'T WAIT"
FOR YOUR

Reldland 67, TIGERS 64
13 12 52 87
13 38 411 GA
REIDLAND (Si)
Ramage 3, Ray 15. Bundnen 14, Harper 3. Gibson 18
May 4. Burchard 7. Short 3 TOTALS 28-80 Threepont 3-8 (Gibson 3) FT-A 5-11 Rebounds 26 (Bundten
5)
MURRAY (84)
Whitaker 4, Greens 12, Jenldris 24, Aildne I, Cohoon 7
FOCI% 4, Alen 5, Weatherly, Cheeney, Gantt TOTALS
FG-A 23-53 Three-poim 4-18 (Greene. Cohoon, Atkins
Allen) FT-A 14-18 Rebounds 24 (Jenkins. Greene Si
REIDLAND
MURRAY

INCOME TAX REFUND

Murray Ledger & Times

wy. 79 E.

To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.

•

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:

KEITH BAKER
HOMES
II 50 Flectwooll
3175E1) .1...st received
new shipment 2
bedroom. 1 bath Great
trst home or lake
house Som.:illy priced
at 12.2%2 Payments as
low ac 11,15 per month

Paris, TN

(3C047) 2 booroorn I
bath large bedrooms.
Bathroom is featured
worth a garden tub. Celing
ion in wing 1.00m_ Prowl
for the event al s1z,224
Payments as low as
1.1155per month

.Liinflelint494(29418)2 E3edroorr

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

644-0012

FREE
FREE
I will include
more.
or
$30.00
examination normally costs

14.4 54 Fleetwood

1.4 Ala Fiformousl

2

Bath. Round Tub in Master Bathroom.
C.aling Fan. Storm Windows. Furnished A
great horn* for only )15591. Payments as
low as I1ØJ per month
16x 64 Fleetwood (29495)2 Large

Front kitchen. 2 bedroom, I
bath Bathroom has garden
tub. Ceiling fan in Wing room.
Snack bar, storm windows.
house type door Dont wet or
you miss out at the price
of Min Paymerits
as iow 35111.5 per
rrw, rt,

This
a chiropractic Jrthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscie strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
DISCLAIMER: Our office policy protects you:"The patient and
any other person responsible for payment has a right to refuse
to pay, cancel payment or be reimbursed for payment for any
other services,examination or treatment which is performed as
a result of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the free service examination or treatment".

Prices Include
Delivery
& Set-up

Bedrooms, I Bath with Garden tub. Gelling
F an Great for family that needs plenty of
space A steal at 14.5g5, Payments as low
as DLO per month

[3 All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.

759-11111
Dr. Dennis la. "ashen
Chiropractor

Ili

Eleatraml (31489)3 Bedrooms. 2
Bath. Designed for the growing family The
rxliculovs low price ol $16.59.Payments
as low as tlij per month

All other subscribers $64.50 per year.

pp

State

0 Painful Joints
0 Shoulder Pain
U Arm/Leg Pain
U Cold Hands/Feet

U Headaches
0 Arthritis
0 Bursitis
0 Hip Pain

U Back Pain
O Neck Pain
O Stiffness
•Numbness

Instant Refund For Your Down
Payment Toward The Home
Of Your Dreams!
7-7

•

Phone (

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

Premiere

the

Name
Address
City
Zip

Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.

For Only $28/month.

,
,'`
101

Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 753-4304

See Our
Compare:
4
Doublewide &
'Price •Ouality
Triplewide
-Service
•Selection • Selection

Open 7 Days A Week Mon -Sat. 14;Sun. 1-5; Toll Fret 1-800-533-3568 c

)

•
•

'

'. •
..1''.91-••••

•• •

•

•

8-

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

You Can Be A Member

makes the pill easier to swallow."

C10,941pOrl Ii, MC14414 Co. 7$
Co. Calhok 83, Beschwood 54
Coy Holmes IS, Dine Magnet 77
Coy Scott 70. Coy HOOF Cross 60
Coy St Henry 90, Simon Kansan 67
Cumberland 72, Cawood 71
Currikelind Co V. Monroe Co lib
Dawes N, Botts Co. 55
Ddc• Conte 113, Flerning-twon 52
Erlanger Lloyd 53. Ludlow 33
Fayedevne (0140) 72. Calvary Christian 51
Fort Knox 73. Oldham Co 70 (4 OT)
Franidon 53, Las Sayre 50
Franklin Co 71. Bourbon Co 54
Ft Thomas Highlands 74 Boone Coumy 67
Grant County 70, Peed9tIOn C<XinlY 52
G,••nup Co 67, Johnson Central 66
Harnson Co 92. Fleming Co 58
Hart Co 116, Cernpbellsolle 76
Heath 79. Paducah St Mary 57
Henderson Co 111, Webster Co 114
Jackson City 56. Lee Co 49
Jackson Co 60, Knox Central 53
Jenkins 87, Erongton (Va ) 52
Jessamine Co. Ill. Somoniel95
Kentucky Country Day it, Eminence 67
Knot Central 81, Breathitt Co 74
Laurel Co 59, Corbin 58
Leak Co 79, LOPICnet 68
Lex Bryan Station 79, McCreary Central 43
Lax Lafayette 77, Lex. Duntw 62
Las Tales Creek 79, Madison Southern 55
Lou Athena., at, Lou Waggoner 45
Lou. Brown 91. Lou Waklon 54
Lou. Butler 53. Lou. Central 54
Lou Collegiate GO. Lou. Si Franos 31
Lou. Doss 85. Lou Fardals 74
Lou Eastern 117. Lou Fen Creek 64
Lou. Jellersontoym 81, La Manual 60
Lou. Seneca 76. Lou. St Xavier 69
Lou. Shawnee 63, Lou Western 62
Lou Southern 81, Lou Iroguos 79
Lou. TrInty 69. Lou Moore 68
LouL Valley 80. BreckJnAdge Co 77
Lynn Camp 6t, Evans 52
MC. Riper 76, Whitesburo 62
Madison Central 86, Utah Co 45
Marlon Co. 59, LaRue Co 55 (01)
Marshal Co 75, Calloway Co 54

Jane Rogers Insurance

Come by and see
what our club is all
about. We guarantee Health and Fitness Club
you'll like it.
University Square • 759-9999

Shaky third...

PAGE 38

SCOREBOARD

HIGH SCHOOL SCORES

Charity stripe...

BASKETBALL
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a.

jar a

Classified

-

St/•
t•^4,4 -‘

DEADLINES'

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 am.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition

020
025
03U

04o
5L)

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Bu,,iness Opportunity
Instruction
FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
.L:N.estock & Supplies
. Poultry. & Supplies
Produce
..Feed & Seed

130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
400
210
220
260
380
410
540
560
570
240

7534916

MERCHANDISE
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
111usical
& Radio
Pets & Supplies
NlISCEI.I.ANEOUS
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

270 .
305
420
430
440
450
4e,

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
.Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

Used
&
•New
Furniture
•Giftware
*Collectible Dolls
•Lamp Shades
•Flowers
•Home
Fragrances
12th & Olive
753 9234
SUNGLASSES Ray
Ban's. $4995 Serengeti's,
$59 95 Hair Art, Dixieland
Center 753-6745

Couples married
on Valentine's
Day for a newspaper story. Call
Candy Mathers
at the Ledger &
Times 753-1916.
AURORA Pizza Magic
Open all year at 5pm
Closed Mon and Tues
8 1 1 9
4 7 4
1-800-649 3804

SMALL WORLD ACADEMY
Hours 6-00 ant 01
12:00 Midnight Mon.-Fri.

11.%Nt
Countryiii iioir.
iinti
Ronny... Place
in p.m.
7 p.m.
611 Smith • i;
Ky.
trivin
Tlitirarlay Night
February 6.
DESIGNER Handbags at
non-designers prices Bonus gift with each bag Hair
Art Dixieland Center
753-6745
DRY dean your carpets
Rent the fast and easy Host
Dry Cleaning System Call
to resume a Host machine
at Black's Decorating Center, 701 S. 4th 753-0839

For Nighttime Worlurtg
Parents & Students
Providing
Quality Child Care/
Educatoonal Program
With Expenenced
Loving Staff
For Enrollment Information Call 502-759-2595
404 So. 12th Si
Saturday Hours: From 8:00 til 1110 p.m.
OwnerDlrector Ltz Rogers

MUM
Wurray-Callowa). County Hospital a leader in
providing quahty healthcare in Western
Kentucky and hi)rthuiest Tennessee annourk es
the folloawng job openings
STAFF PHARMACIST
Full-time position availabie for new graduate or
experienced professional Applicants must possess or be eligible for a Kentucky license to
practice Pharmacy
Atso seeking STAFF PHYSICAL THERAPIST
and PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSLSTANT
Competitive salary and excellent benefits package
For details contact:
Personnel Dept

(502)712-11W
Ant,
,
frIpl.,4

MURRAY
C.ALLICWAY
COUNTY
HOSITIAL

Kids, Kids,
Kids!

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%) We even
pay on office calls
and other out of hospital expenses For
free information
Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local
claim service"

VCR Service
.111 Brand.
Ward-Elkins
753-1713

804 Coldwater Rd.
(5 Points)

50% OFF
All Purple &
Green Tags
Fall, Spring &
Su miner
1 Rack 3e1
759-4577
Open Tues.-Sat.
10 am.-5 p.m.

LEARN TO DRI,'E
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
•%X'foacV WA=
rw
'

ALLIANCE
ca iSM.ES rxAeae. a off F
•

1,117010
The Time Has Never Been Better
To Join Our Family
Sonic Is Th. Fastest Growing Drive In
Restaurant Chain In America
Sonic is now looking for a few good people for
positions as follows
Assistant Manager • Manager in Training
The Opportunities Are Endless!
Cell Lewis For An Appointment

aria Poplar Street • Murray Kentucky 42071

759-9885

10"

8"

25.00 30.00

35.00

40.00

45.00 50.00

24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00

56.00

64.00

72.00 80.00

20.00

30.00 _40.00

50.00 60.00

70.00

80.00

90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00

4(.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00

54.00 72.00

90.00 1014.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00

60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

1"

2"

3"

4"

1

5.00

10.00

15.00

20.00

2

8.00

16.00

3

10.00

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
,520

5"

6"

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum 1st day.
Se per word per day for each additional consecutive day
Si 50 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)
$2.00 wank for blind box ads

110

060
Help
Wanted

Want
To Buy

Ethel Mae Kaiser
Your birthday is remembered. My loyalty
and my love for you
continues every day.
Your Husband

EXPERIENCED Tool and
Cutter Grinders Pay based
on experience and ability.
Good working conditions in
a secure and growing company Contact Mid-South
Cutter Grinding, New Camden Hwy, P.0 Box 12,
Paris, TN 38242.
901-642-9172

TRACTOR with 3 point
hitch Also, 12hp or larger
garden tractor 759-4132

MACHINIST-Toolmakers
Pay based on expenenoe
and &day Good working
conditions and growth opportunities Contact MidSouth Cutter Grinding, New
Camden Hwy., P.0 Box
12, Paris, TN 38242.

1 SALESPERSON One o.
the best sales positions in
Calloway County. Must
have good sales experience and record Must
have late model car. Travel
Calloway County only Interested in someone who 13 IMMEDIATE OPENhas good work habits Sys- INGS NEED a lob? A
tem is set-up to produce GED? Hope for the future?
results; should earn You may qualify if: 'You do
$50,000 in first year Com- not have your GED or high
pany is located in Calloway school diploma, You are
County and has been here between the ages of 16 &
for 36 years_ Call 753-2654 21. We are an E 0.E This
prcaect is funded by the
for appointment
Western Kentucky Private
AVON Reps Needed $20 Industry Counal- J.T P A
tree jewelry, door- to- Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School
door unnecessary Excel- 7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
lent commission Assistant 8a m -11:30a m
Mgr. 1-800-866-2243
POSITIONS Open. WaitEMPLOYMENT opportuni- ress and cook with experites are now available for ence Cook must have reindividuals with Disability or sume Call for appointment,
Special Education High Kat-Man-Doo,
School Graduates through 901-247-5701, ask for
the J T.P A program Any- Terry or James
one who is interested in this
program may call 759-1965 POSTAL JOBS Your
for an appointment, area/523,700 per year plus
benefits. Postal carriers, SOU
Monday Friday, 8am-3pm
tens, clerks. For an application
EXPERIENCED Spreader and exam information, call
Truck Driver Apply at Hut- 1-219-736-9807, ext. P-3482.
son Ag Service, Hardin
Sam -Spin. 7 days.
437-4102
SECRETARY-Local InsurGROWING and expanding ance Agency. Duties incompany is seeking profes- clude filing, typing, telesional individual for outside phone. customer service
sales Person must be able Telemarketing experience
to meet people well arid be a plus Send resume to
self-motivated Apply in P.O. Box 1040-P, Murray.
person at Office Concepts, All replies considered
204 West Washington, confidential
Pare, TN No phone calls
WENDY'S is now hiring for
Pease
part-time grill cook, day
GROWING and expanding
company is seeking addi
aorial service help Needs
to have copy machine repair experience Apply in
person at Office Concepts.
204 West Washington,
Paris No phone calls
please

in

USED aquariums 45 gallons or larger 753-4265

1989 ENCYCLOPEDIA
Britannica. New-still in
boxes 762-2327.
5 GALLONS of tar, $8 99
50Ibs of nails, $14/box
Paschall Salvage, Hwy
641 901-498-8964

Hwy. 121 North
Murray, Ky.

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
• Medicare pays less than 20/.
• Medicare supplement policies pay even
less

KERO Sun heater, used
few hours, still in the box.
Sears air purifier, $20
489-2266 after 5pm

• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
• In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.

METAL Martin House, 36
hole compartment
753-4725

• Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.

MILLIONAIRES MILLIONAIRES, PANG BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Safe-T Pharmacy.

If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

MRS Wyant's delicious
homemade sourdough
bread To order, phone
437-4467 or 753-7262
RIDING lawn mower, push
mowers, roto tillers 1 -row
tobacco setter 753-8649

shift. Appty in person See
Oscar, 2pm-4pm, Monday,
Wednesday, Thursday
090
Situation
Waded
CERTIFIED in home day
care Four miles North of
Hours
Murray,
6 30am- 5 30pm
753-0023
COLLEGE student will
clean your house/run errands, reasonable rates
Please call 759-4671 after
lpm

WOULD like to live-in with
elderly lady $25 day/night
References 753-7518
in

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each
527-2932
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, pistols. shotguns
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S Hwy 641, Murray
753-1342
PROPANE tank, size
125-250 898-8915

753-1916

SERVALL TERMITE COMPANY

IN home tanning bed.$475
753-2816

WILL do house cleaning
Call after 7pm 753-1016

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Apply In person at:

Articles
For Sale

WILL babysa newborns
and infants in my home
References 753-2607

•

Additional Opening for ambitious
person with a growing business as
serviceman. Salary plus commission.

150

WILL babysit, day-time Ex
perienced 759-4490

Just bring in $7.00for a picture(one person only) names & love lines, along with a s amped,
self-addressed envelopefor the return of the original photo. Or $5.00for Lovelines(no more than
20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.
Deadline for receipt of Photo's & Lovelines is Noon, Wed. Feb. 12th.

POSITION AVAILABLE

USED and antique furniture, glass, tools, quilts
901-642-6290

WANTED Alterations to do
in my home Experienced
alteration lady new to the
area 753-1379

Classified Advertising Dept.

9"

7"

Days

TRANSPORTATION

TINE
SURPRISE YOUR VALEN
the paper on Valentine's Day!
With their picture & message, or a Loveline

404 Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
.All 3 Ada Must Run Within 6 Day Penud
111 50 per column inch extra for Tuesday

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

Cod
cd Thanks

Node*

Effective Jan 2 1991

Display Ads

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

Nodes

WANTED

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.

030

CAFtOLYN'S
CORNER

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error The
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible fur only one incorrect insertion Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

TOP dollar for funk cars and
trucks 759-4836 or
436-5322

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

753-4199

Classified Ad
Sale!
- February Only Run a Classified Line Ad
3 days get 1 day

FREE

(6 days-2 days free, 9 days-3 days tree)

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
✓ Ads must run three consecutive
days.
✓ No changes will be made in copy.
✓ Paid days will run first.
V No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads
will remain in effect. If you are a regular
classified customer and your ad is already
scheduled for February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

Take Advantage
Of This
E•
SAV'
Sale and
Call

1916
753to place your ad.

1
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CLASSIFIEDS
100

.S0

Home
Furnishing.

Firewood

THELMA'S
BARGAIN EVN

FIREWOOD for sale, Oak
and Hickory Cut to order
474-8086, daytime
753-9808 after 5 30pm

Articles
Fat uk

SCHRADER wood stove
753-6127 after 4 30pm
SHARP Stereo System
150 watts per channel CD
player and dual cassettes
$850 437-4789

Clean Used Furniture.
Appliances & Misc.
Items Nintendo Games
$10420, 12* B&W TVs
$20425, 26' Stereo TV
w/Remole $275, Washing Machines $110$140, Dryers $90-$110,
freezers, bedroom suite,
Jewelry, Furniture, Collectioles. Too much to
Ii st. Come in and
browse. We buy and
sell.
1109 Pogue Ave.
(Around tbe corner from
Toyota of Murray)
759-9940

TRAILER, heavy steel
frame 7412 wood bed with
rails and lights Heavy axle
and new 13 car tires Asking, $650 or trade for table
saw or other wood shop
tools 753-0611
TRANE 4-Ton Heat Pump.
Single unit, 3.4 years old,
$500 firm. 753-1143.
WATER heaters, electric,
all double heating elements. 5 year guarantee on
glass lined tank. Round
models, 30, 40 or 50 gallons Your choice, $139.99.
Wallen Hardware, Downtown, Paris

Horne
FurnishInas
BEIGE vinyl & velvet couch.
$35. Microwave, $30.
753-5422
DINING table and 4 chairs,
good condition 753-15-V.
r% velvet
LARGE
couc SOI.A..fa bed
759

NAVY couch and chair.
$90. 753-9561.

TI NIBLIZ
awed - ant. hp('

McKnight
& Sons
Sawmill
753-5,i05 (la,s
s.
753-7528

PIANO tuning and repair
759-9661
2-10

MEAT rabbits for sale
489-26936am-8am or after

250

Business
Seivices

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
at 6 00)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johmy Robertson Road,
south to Sq Hale Road, nght on Sq Hale Road

mile

ALL PROCEEDS GO 10 CHARITY
Mundy
753 0466 PO Box 1033

PRIVATE Investigato
D B.A. Confidential Investi
gations, Southside Shop
ping Center, Suite #102
Murray, 753-2641.
270
1A3L1:4
Homes For Salo

RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

10x52. REFRIGERATOR
stove, a/c, kitchen table
couch, chair, front porch
and steps. $3500 0130
436-2285 after 5pm.
14x70 SPRING Arbor. 2br,
2 bath, utility room. 2x6"
walls and well insulated.
Partially furnished. Must
see to appreciate.
437-4748.
1971 ATLANTIC 12x60,
2br, I bath. Needs some
work. $2000 OBO 195
Riveria Ct.
1984 CLAYTON 14x60,
2br, 1 bath. 437-4851

AUCTION
Saturday, February 8, 1992
10 a.m. • Rain or Shine
At the home of Itontas Hutson, 716
Poplar St., Murra

Real Estate & Personal Property
Real Estate: Four bedroom frame home, 1

bath, gas heat, window air, setting on nice
lot 92x150. The interior is sheet rock with
carpet and vinyl floors, there has been some
re-wiring with breaker type panel box,
glassed in rear porch, also front porch. This
is a great location, many of the nearby
houses have been recently renovated.
Terms: 10% down day of sale cash balance
with passing of deed within 30 days.
Note: Call for a pre-auction viewing. 2472734 or 674-5659.
Personal Property
Odd couch, recliner, odd chairs, tier table, 4
piece large poster bedroom suite, odd chest
of drawers, hospital bed, wheel chair,dining
table & 3 chairs, Magic Chef electric range,
Westing frost free refrigerator, Maytag
automatic washer, GE dryer, metal utility
cabinet, a few odd and end dishes, trinkets,
what knots.
Hontas Hutson, Owner
Sale conducted jointly by: Waldrop
Auction Co.326 South 7th St., Mayfield,
Ky. Phone 247-2734 and

Col. Paul I‘ilkerson & Sons
Real Estate & Auction
!Ames, Ky. 671-5659, 67,1-5851 r,
7
2
#
I\Licensed in Ky. & Tenn. It?
Fr..nkIin .1. VI el kIrwin, 04 ;VW
And &Dower S. WA Est Mr Itnaltrr

'Ll

..,t

Ihdr 111.1444%. 1174•3104
Awl Mower A N4411 KM Mr Illwilier
Tool Emery. 1431.11944.1
Assytiorstve
f
mi

If:r/ •
Ford !41.4.1.v. 2.47.1471.!
Apprreilire Aurtion. •

illirrmin. 071-551w
Al.prrritkr Aire/innerr
On mad • IfilwAlly Orientrell

Oar SERVICE doesn't roost it PAYS!

CUMMINGS Meter Poles.
Specializing in mobile
home electric services. 200
amp. $375. 100 amp $325.
435-4027.

NEAR Hospital 3br, 1 bath
central gas heat, $350/mo
Deposit required No pets
753 9567
360
For Rent
Lease

3BR, 2 bath condo in Mum
COMMERCIAL property, ray for sale or lease
917 Coldwater Rd. For- 753-3293
merly Juanita's Florist. Deposit and references re170
quired Terms arid lease
lhrtstock
negotiable 753-6069
Supplies
COMMERCIAL Property
1550 sq ft Located on Coldwater Rd Call Cathy at
Century 21, 753-1492
FOR rent for storage on
your lot, semi-truck trailers
753-4509

HUDSON Company Sad
dies, Bridles & Horse sup
plies 753-4545, 759-1823
753-6763.
3S0

Pals
&8

Apartments
Fat Rent

2 AKC Rortweiler puppies,
male and female,
753-7077

1 AND 2 Bedroom apts
Water furnished, no pets
Deposit required 753-8848
before 8pm

AKC Collie pups Choice of
colors and prices
901-642-9220

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109.

AKC registered fe
niaaire Pood
date

2BR, 2 bath deluxe duplex,
garage gas heat appliances; Aitchelle Dr. Coleman RE, 753-9898.
2 SMALL bedroom. 2
blocks from campus, appliances, washer/dryer,
$220/mo. No pets.
489-2741.

Homes
For Sale

Used
Cars

REMI
X
ASK FOR
PAUL
7,,gatfir
&we DAILEY
753-SOLD
As a REMAX specialist in
the Murray area,
be
happy to show you any
homes for sale, advise you
on selling your home, or
answer any real estate
questxxis you may have If
you would like a free
market analysis of your
home, please call oclayl

TOYOTAS COST LESS

HOU.611

For Rent

Of

Iliecelleneous

COINS and stamps make
wonderful presents, investments and hobbies. We
also feature proof sets,
silver dollars, coin and
stamp supplies, foreign
Firewood
coins and paper money.
FIREWOOD, green or sea
See our fine selection today
soned 753-5476
in Murray at Book Rack
FIREWOOD for sale We (Dixieland Shopping Center) and Treasure House
cut all year long $20 you
(Southside Manor), also at
haul, $25 I haul Call Gary
Toonerville Trolly Antique
Lawrence, 489-2030,
Store, (in Hazel, formerly
489-2497
the Ox-Yoke), Mercantile
FIREWOOD, $30/rick
(Aurora) and Cissy's Gifts
and Antiques (Fulton). We
354-6973.
buy coins and stamps and
OAK, no bark. $20 picked- appraise estates. CHRISTup. $25 delivered. Murray. OPHER'S COINS
436-5560
753-4161.

(Doors open

1900 sq. tt. of storage
space or work shop.
Electricity, gas hest,
restrooms and loading ramp.
Call Allison Photography
753-8809

320
Musical

Farm
Equipment

NICE electric stove,
MASSEY Ferguson #37,
washer, dryer and refnger
ator Excellent condition side delivery hay rake
guaranteed to work $450 492-8774
354-8528.
210
161

FIREWOOD Delivered,
$30 436-5598

190

20FT neckover trailer, ex
cellent condition. 14ft.
M&W bush-hog, excellent
condition. 492-8659.

Appitnett

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

110

Business
Rentals

27 after
DAISY Grooming. Saturday, by appointment.
753-7819.
GOLDEN Retriever pups.
Perfect for Valentines
AKC, $125. 653-6126.

3BR, 2 bath duplex located
north side of town. Call
John Downs at M.T.G.,
753-4000.

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home.
Classes or private lessons.
Serving Murray for over
12yrs. 436-2858

BRICK 2br duplex Just redecorated, central gas
heat/air. 759-1087

REGISTERED Doberman
puppies 2 males, 1 female
753-8636

EXTRA nice, almost new, ROTTWEILEFtS. 1 male,
2br, 2 bath duplex. 1404-A $400. 1 female, $300.
Valleywood Dr. Appliances 753-5978
furnished, gas heat, garage
with opener. $475/mo., 1
410
year lease required. No
PublIc
pets. 753-2905.
Sale

BY owner Charming olde
2 or 3br home on corner lot
New central gas heat'
electric air Large rooms,
hardwood floors, lots of
closets and built ins Large
den, can serve as 3rd bed
r000m 549,500 753-5461
after 5pm
NEARING completion. 3br,
2 bath home, Southwest
Villa Subdivision. Large
kitchen with breakfast
room, formal dining room,
great room with 10' ceiling
and fireplace 11 closets
gas heat, and 2 car garage
Call 753-3903 after 4 30
NEW on market. 4br, formal dining room, livingroom, eat-in kitchen, fam
ily room, double garage,
deck, fresh interior. 1715
Plainview, $96,500
759-4697.
WELL maintained 3br
home, 1 acre lot w/
outbuilding and garden
spot Approx. 5 miles on
121 South $29,500
753-5494 after 5pm.
480
Auto
Services
ALL auto repair and sand
blasting 759-4836 days,
436-5322 evenings.

EXPERT service on all factory stereos. 18 years professional service and in.
on car and home
FARRIS Auction Company. stereos Why settle for less
NEW 2br duplex located on
W. Dan Farris, Auctioneer, Bear's Audio, formerly
Northwood Drive. Call
P.O. Box 149, Hazel, KY. World of Sound. 753-1107,
753-1266 between
492-8796/8795. We 753-5865.
8 00am-5:00pm, ask for (502)
appraise and sell it all
NEW bug shields for pickPaulette.
ups and vans, foreign and
910
NICE 1br apartment, some
domestic, clear and smoke
utilities paid. Close to uniReel
tint $19.50/ea. Key Auto
versity and hospital.
Estate
Parts Hwy 1215. 753-5500
753-4012 or 753-8756.
GREAT Business Property. TONY'S Clean-up ProfesNICE brick 2br duplex, 3 3 office spaces and recep- sional butt and clean-up,
miles east. $225/mo. plus tion area Lots of storage bumper to bumper. Shop,
deposit. 753-1513 after space on almost 1 acre. 753-1151. Home,
4pm.
JUST REDUCED. MLS 753-6984.
#3525. Call Kopperud ReTAKING applications for
alty, 753-1222
.140
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bed- KOPPERUD REALTY ofUsed
rooms. Apply Hilidale Apts. fers a complete range of
cars
Hardin, Ky. or call Real Estate services with a
4-door sePACKARD
1948
502-437-4113 EHO.
wide selection of quality
dan for sale or trade Runprices
all
homes,
TWO 1br furnished apartning condition, restorable
753-1222, toll free
ments. Small but clean,
753-9324.
1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
dose to campus. $155/mo
711L.
1964 WHITE Rambler. One
and $175/mo. 753-7276.
RE/MAX Properties Ltd. owner, low mileage, dean,
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey, new tires 753-1569 after
Bob Haley. Bel-Air Center. lpm.
1-502-753-SOLD.
1976 OLDS 88. Clean, dependable, $850. 759-1922

2BR, 1 bath, fenced backLots
yard, 2 car garage,
For Sale
$325/mo. South 16th St.
TRAILER Lots, 75x120.
753-3855.
Sewer, water and electric
REPOSSESSED 14x65, 28R brick. One mile past
hook-ups Located in CalloAll American, just like new. Graves Co. line on Hwy
way County, 6 miles from
Bank's loss, your gain. 121. Stove and refrigerator Kenifike State Park,3 miles
$500 down, less than Deposit and references refrom lake Starting price,
$200/mo. Ph. 527-1427.
quired. No pets $275/mo. $4,000 527-0144.
SOUTHERN Livin' 16x80, 489-2440.
450
3br, 2 baths, only $16,9013 2BR small house. Washer,
Homes
with $500 cash rebate, dryer, stove and refrigeraFor Sale
must see to believe. Gate- tor included, partially furnway Mobile Homes, Ph. ished. A/C, gas heat.
2BR, 1 bath. 3 miles North
527-1427.
$350/mo. Located at 521 S. of Murray on Coles Camp13th. 753-3018
ground Road. 753-5484
USED double wide, been
completely remodeled, 2 LARGE bedrooms, frame
brick on 1 acre
asking $9995. Make offer, house, real nice. 1 mile east 2BR,2 bath
car workshop
must be sold at some price of town. Appliances furn- Large 2
Penny Road $37,000
Ph. 527-1427
ished, 2 fireplaces, 2 car 437-4505 or 437-4910
garage, 2 utility rooms. 1
280
2 OR 3 Bedroom house
year lease, $300/mo.
Newly redecorated LoMobilo
$200 deposit. 753-0089.
cated close to University.
Homes For Rent
2 OR 3 bedroom, Pine Bluff Low $30's 753-8642
2BR, fully furnished, water Shores, quiet wooded surfront, available immedi- roundings, central H/A, ap- 3-4 BEDROOMS, 2'/2
ately. Call John Downs at pliances, carport. Coleman baths, brick, 3 acres,
Coldwater-Farmington DiM.T.G. 753-4000.
RE, 753-9898
ning room, plenty of closets
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, 3BR brick in Murray
and cabinets Double garelectric or gas Walking dis- Fenced backyard, central
age. 753-2223.
tance to college. 753-5209 I'4/A, carport. Available February 1 Shown by ap- 3BR, 2 bath, living room,
dining room, oak cabinets,
pointment, 435-4186
300
ceiling fans, beautifully deBusiness
920 NORTH 18th St. 2
corated, 1750 sq. ft. 24x24
Rentals
bedrooms, 1 bath, carport,
detached garage 3 miles
20'x30' COMMERCIAL w/d hook-up All kitchen East of Murray $53,000
furnished
appliances
space on US 641 North
753-0954
near Shoney's Call John $395/mo Call 753-1266
between 8 00am-5 00pm, BRAND New. Unbelievable
Downs at M T G
quality in this 3br, ZA bath
ask for Paulette
753-4000
home located on 5 wooded
acres Everything you
could want in a new home
MLS #3625 Call Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222
Service on all brands v.:indov. MI conditioners
CUSTOM Built Home 3br,
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
2'4 baths. Ideal for profesmicrowaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges
sional couple. All amenities
to make living and enterFactpry Authorized Repairs For:
taining easy Serious in•
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
quines only Can 753-3903
'All Repairs Are GUaranted
after 4 30

Steelemillbritten,Inc.

LINRAY
CARS
Cteri
111,117
Cari
2 Rd Ton __$7031
Cod? Drati_011
Ritz bi LEM
Tart Canri _SAE
031
Cdi DX
Tapt Cresii —NAV
Tafoa
$1,31
Ella Carl DI— 0,47
Fri inns
Toyoti Ceici ST_ 2,931
Deia 4_07
V Fad T_l3,487
I/ Fad WI_SW
Tap Cab SR LIPP
%lot; Unita LE $031
Gterf Csietriry.._$2X
Tort Carl487
z Top ccoi_pzi
II AC 50_087
Taft Coll_03/
V To! koli_12,37

TRUCKS
11 Dle1S1
Ford Rance..._1/%1
kid kfostif
Tap117
V487
Psszi4.
out Vqw1IPV
Eterf Cati 91-11$7
414
11 Cheri. Sit 414_ $7,411
V Phf. kager LE_ $77
11 Rd Brno I 40_41,181
11 Fu krostir
Torii 414_017
Tora Eg.t_15$1
Fad kno) 11T 414.37#37
Taft EIti 4)2...— SIX
Clen. Disica
$937
71 Jet ificao
Aubrey Hatcher
Biii Caivert-Greg Brad:Pao
Tom Thurman
Chns Bearden. Bus. ttgr.
nen P'7,
CFri C.••••••

1985 Z-28, Sharp car
Good condition, all power,
$3800. 753-6063 after
4:30pm.

14' ALUMI Craft Semi-V
boat, 20hp Johnson Motorcraft trolling motor 1985
15'A Hydra Sport bass
boat, 1986 90hp Mercury.
new trolling motor
492-8206

HADAWAY Construction.
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
1984 ProCraft Fish & Ski. small
436-2052
115 Yamaha outboard
Many extras, very good HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electric and carpentry
condition 759-9648
Reasonable rates
1986 PROCRAFT, 150hp
753-0596
Pro -V Yamaha, boat
loaded 436-2207
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing. Free es1989 GLASTRON 17'5,
timates 759-1683
130hp Excellent condition
garage kept 759-2580 af- INSULATION Blown In By
ter 5pm
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
1991 IT ALUMACRAFT,
and cooling bills Call Sears
40hp Mercury oil injected
753-2310 for free estimate
motor with tilt and trim.
Custom Dixie Drawn trailer. KITCHEN CABINET REMotorguide trolling motor, 2 COVERY existing doors &
depth finders, one in-dash frames with woodgrain forsonar depth finder, one mica, all colors Free estiX-20 Lowrance. 1 owner. mates. Wulff's Recovery
Excellent condition. $7800. Murray 436-5560
753-6176 after 6pm
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
MINN-Kota 399 bow mount For all your carpet and uphand control trolling motor holstery cleaning, call
with spare prop 41 lbs 753-5827 Free estimates
thrust, 12-24 volt Excellent DUPONT CERTIFIED for
condition $200 436-5482 Stainmaster
after 4pm
GALLIMORE Electric.
WAYNE Darnell Marine. Licenced for commercial
Complete, boat and motor, and residential_ Free estirepair and service. All work mates No jobs too big or
guaranteed Fiberglass too small 759-1835
specialist Buy, sell or
trade Used boats, motors LITWILLER Building. Farm
and trailers. Salvage parts and residential set-up for
1 mile from Murray on Hwy large projects Our business is built on quality
94E. 753-0079
382-2214

Al TREE Service. Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates. 753-0906 after
5pm: 759-9816, 753-0495.

GALLOWAY Roofing. Spe- Whirlpool 30, years excializing in new roofs, re perience Bobby Hopper,
roofs, and tear-offs. 436-5848
Guaranteed work. BACKHOE Service - ROY
502-753-7941.
HILL Septic system, driveGENERAL Repair: plumb- ways, hauling, foundations,
ing, roofing, tree work. etc 759-4664
436-2642.
BLOCK, brick, concrete finGERALD WALTERS. ishing Basements footRoofing, vinyl siding, paint- ings, garages, drives,
ing. Free estimates 18 walks 30yrs. experience
years experience Local re- 13yrs. in Murray area.
753-5476 Charles Barnett
ferences 489-2267.

/Vj
?
e
Y

1990 NISSAN Maxima.
Pearl w/brown velour.
Loaded, including moonroof, AM/FM CD w/Bose
speakers 30,000 miles.
753-9903.
1990 RED Escort 2-door,
automatic with air. Very
good shape. See at Piggly
Wiggly front parking lot.
$4750. Call 753-2079
anytime

‘

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, I block from MSU
dorms.

Custom Woodworking
&

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY-MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940

Phone
753-4961

Mathis Transmission
Service

Van.

624 N. 4th St.. Murray

1976 FORD Van, dependable, several new parts,
$1200 1959 F-100, 80%
restored original. $1600
Days 7am-2pm 489-2663
1979 15-Passenger Ford
Van Memorial Baptist
Church, 906 Main, Murray
753-3182
CHEVY,8 cyl., Conversion
Van. Low miles, excellent
condition, loaded with extras. Heavy duty hitch.
436-2858.

Used
Trucks
1976 CHEVY 'A ton Scotts
dale, 350 engine, air, p/s,
white with topper Good
condition. $3000.
753-7917

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic tk. standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell

--iv

Smith Masonry &
Home Improvement

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Remodeling, decks, additions,
garages. Fireplaces a specialty.
15 yrs. Exp. Free Estimates
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
For a Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work

1986 GMC SIERRA.
4-door, dual wheels, aluminum running boards,
fiberglass cap, 5th wheel
set-up, dual tanks, 454
automatic transmission,
rust proof, 53,000 miles.
loaded Excellent condition. $9500 firm. 436-5230

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns

510

15 Yrs. Experience • Free Esbmates

Campers

Route 1, Box 139D
Benton, Ky. 42025

1972 LARK camper, win
dow air, sleeps 6, toilet Cal
after 4 30pm 753-8306

PHONE!
502-437-3026
1
r. •

P

let •
•
*4.

•• •

•

•7

,„ •

* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

1986 MAZDA Loaded,
gold, customized low rider
Sharp $5800 328-8032

EXTRA nice home in town
FMHA approved, low utilities, new wallpaper, fenced
in backyard 753-6063 after
4 30pm

6:4?.Er

All Types Of:

.195

1990 TOYOTA Corolla
4-door, grey, ps/pb, air, extra sharp 753-5216
1991 CHEVY Beretta, 9000
miles, V-6, loaded Never
wrecked or painted Only
$9995 435-4579

S
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

'
,
111111116's—m41
1

515 S 12th
Murray. KY

1986 UNCOLN Town Car
Good condition Can be
seen at Murray BP Station,
S. 12th. 753-7947.
1988 HONDA Prelude
Dark blue, sun-roof Excellent condition, $8000
436-2081

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303.

ANY remodeling, painting
AAA Additions_ Decks, 8, roofing References
vinyl siding, carpentry 759-1110
work, house and floor levelAPPLIANCE REPAIRS
ing, drive-ways. 40.- years
Factory trained by 3 major
experience Free estimanufacturers Most parts
Call collect
mates
in stock, on my truck All
901-247-5173
work and parts warranted
FENCE sales at Sears Ask for Andy at The Apnow Call Sears 753-2310 pliance Works, 753-2455
for free estimate for your APPLIANCE SERVICE
needs
Kenmore, Westinghouse,

TOYOTA S

1986 FORD Thunderbird
turbo coupe, 5-speed. Low
mileage, excellent condition. 753-1879.

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

1963 35HP Evinrude $50
436-2207

i

APPLIANCE REPAIR

753-5341 or 753-1270

Boats
& Motors

-..,'•

70."..1 t•

4

'

r
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CLASSIFIEDS
sin

Sin

510

Sonless
°nand

Murderer given
death sentence

Sarvicas
Offerod

Servicss
Mond

CAR Clean Up Wash wax PLEASE, need any work to
interior, and more Your support family of 4 Will
choice, cheap rates Call work hard for minimum
alter 4prn for appointment wage Have carpenter and
759-1740
paint tools small truck Will
CHAIR caning Shemwell s move or cover furniture as
necessary 20yrs experiAntiques 492 8308
ence wiexcellent refer
CHIN Chlm Chimney ences No handouts, lust
Sweeps has 10% senior ciu- opportunity to work, any
zai discounts We sell chim- work No fob too small
'lel caps and screens. 492 8869, ask for Pat of
435-4191
wife
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Com- PLUMBING - Free est.
plete installation and ser- mates Affordable rate
vice Call Gary at Same day service All work
guaranteed 492-8816
759-4754
REFINISHING, stripping
DAVIDSON Roofing and custom woodworking
tpnstruction Special 753-8056
&idler rates 30 years ex - REPAIR and refinishing all
'faience Written guaran- types of furniture and all
wre Local references kinds of material and sup763-5812
plies for chairs Chair canDRYWALL, finishing re- ning 492-8714
pairs. additions and blow- ROCKY COLSON Home
ing ceilings 753 4761
Repair Roofing, siding
LICENSED for electric, painting, plumbing, con
gas refrigeration Installa- crete Free estimates Call
tion and repair Free esti- 474-2307
mates 753-7203
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt drive
NEED your gutters cleaned way rock 753-4545
or repaired/ Call 753-0834 753-6763
PAINTING interior and ex- SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
terior Quality work Over Repair, replacement new
20 years experience Ralph installation, pumping, sew
Worley 436-5625
ers. footings, basements
Backhoe-loader service
PLUMBING Repairs We BRENT ALLEN, 759.1515
work on mobile homes SEWING machine repa r
24 hour emergency, same- Kenneth Barn"
day service 489 2525
753 2674
PLI...MBlN'3 repairman with SHEETROCK finishing
same day service Call textured ceilings Larry
436 5255
Chrtsman 492-8742

Somerville
goes coed
OXFORD, England (AP) —
S'Ofnerville College, the alma mater
of former British Prime Minister,
Margaret Thatcher and the late
Indian leader Indira Gandhi, is
going coed.
'The school, one of Oxford Univertity's two remaining women's
cOlieges, said Tuesday it plans to
begin hiring male professors towaszl the end of this year and admit
men as students beginning in 1993.
The decision angered some of
the 336 undergraduates and 81 graduate students. They vowed to
fight changing the 112-year-old
school, which is named after Mary
Somerville, a distinguished mathematician and scientist.
The college's governors decided
coeducation would help attract
more applicants and make it easier
to compete for all-university faculty posts.
The move would leave St. Hil/111s College as the only single sex
sehool at Oxford. In 1984, Oriel
College became the last men's college to open its doors to women.

Movies inspired
'gangster' crimes
BETHPAGE, N.Y. (AP) — A
pair of robbers who told police
they became inspired by watching
"New Jack City" and "Goodfellas" may soon be taking their next
cue from "Birdman of Alcatraz."
Christopher Sanatass of Levittown and Phil Levine of Wheatley
I-I-eights, both 22, told police they
watched the first two movies and
thought "it would be cool to be
gangsters."
'While Levine acted as lookout,
Sanatass walked into a Long Island
convenience store Monday, flashed
a gun and ordered the night manager to put cash in a paper bag, Nassau County police said.
The two then sped away in a
bright red car, police said.
Detective Sgt. John Russo said
they made two big mistakes: think
dill when picking a getaway car,
and never rob where you shop.
—The night manager recognized
(Sanatass) as a customer," Russo
said. "He didn't know his name
but he knew he lived in the area."
Police arrested the pair sitting in
the red car outside Sanatass' home.
Beth were charged with robbery.

Read the
want ads daily

SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
hoe of equipment Free as
tirnates Day or night,
75,3-6484
T C Dinh Repay and Maintenance Electrical Cleaning Sewer 1210,1212 Man
Street 753 6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm
TENNESSEE River Insulation Decrease your utility
bills with adequate insula
Don All types of insulation
old and new homes Free
estimates 901 642 9174
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors 1.108nced. insured EsOma19 available
759-4690
THERMALINE Replace
ment Windows Custom
built, easy dean Senior citizens dicrrkints 759 4433
after 3orn
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaningserviang $15. most repairs
$35. all brands 3rd Street,
Almo Open 9-12 1-5,
Mon Fri 753-0530

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — A
black man has been sentenced to
death for gunning down a white
construction worker moments after
declarin?, "I want to kill a white
person.'
Roy Lee Williams, 26, was sentenced Monday by Common Pleas
Court Judge John J. Poserina for
the murder of James McDonald,
29, on July 27, 1988.
"He got what was coming to
him," said McDonald's brother
Vincent.
Williams, who had three robbery
convictions, was walking with
three people when he said, "I want
to kill a white person: a white man
put me in jail," according to
prosecutors.
McDonald happened to walk by
and Williams pulled out a gun and
fired three shots, hitting McDonald
in the leg and chest, witnesses said.
A jury convicted him of firstdegree murder.

Killing Defense
East dealer
North-South vulnerable
NORTH
•A 84 3
41,AK QJ6
• 102
K9
EAST
WEST
+5
* K 92
fa 72
p 98 5 4 3
• AQJ98743
•K
+63
46 A J 4 2
SOUTH
QJ 1076
V 10
•65
Q 108 7 5
The bidding:
North
Sout h West
East
4V
Pass
Pass
4•
Dble
Pass
Pass
Pass
Dble
4•
Fledhle
Pass
Opening lead — king of diamonds.

WILL do plumbing instatla
tion and repairs All guaran
teed 753-4355, 75,3-1134

Frei
Cabana

YOUNG female Black Lab
Approx 5 months
436-5675

Bob Hamman and Bobby Wolff
are generally regarded as one of the
best pairs in the world. Both have
magnificent records in national arid
world championships,deriving their
success from a style that stresses
simple bidding and technical perfection.
Here is an example of how well
they play together.The deal occurred
in the 1978 Reisinger team champi-

onship, which their team won handily, Wolff, East, opened with four
diamonds, a preemptive bid aimed
mostly at making it difficult for
North-South to enter the auction.
After two passes, North bid four
hearts. When this rolled around to
Hamman, he doubled. South retreated to four spades, which
Hamman also doubled and North
redoubled The bidding then ground
to a halt and Hamman led the king
of diamonds.
It did not take Wolff long to find
the killing defense. He overtook the
king ofdiamonds with the ace,cashed
the queen of diamonds. West discarding a low club, and then led a
third diamond, deliberately handing declarer a ruff and discard.
This Greek gift did not help South
at all. In fact, he now had to go down
one regardless of what he did. If he
discarded a club. Hamman would
ruff with the nine of spades to guar.trump trick that
antee himself 4
would put the contract down one.
And if South ruffed the jack of
diamonds with the ten of spades,
which is what he actually did, he
would still go down after Hamman
discarded a heart on the trick. By
discarding, Hamman assured that
his K-9-2 of spades would produce a
trump trick in one way or another,
and this trick, together with the ace
of clubs, eventually set the contract.

•

\
For Complete
Diagnostic
Services 4
Hearing Aid Sales
CALL

Tony Milliano, MA.
Dept. of Audiology

Morgan-Haugh
Clinic
220 W. Walnut - Mayfield

247-8100

FREE PROSTATE CANCER SCREENING

YARD landscaping w120
years experience Breaking
and disking gardens. bushhogging No robs too big or
too small 436-5.430

1211

DON'T YOU WANT
TO HEAR EVERY
WORD YOUR
GRANDCHILD
HAS TO SAY?

Con I ract f3ridge

A Special Health Service For Men

fuet.
k)7,74-14

Prostate Cancer
A most common cancer in men
A second leading cause of cancer death in men
A symptoms are usually present in early stages
A can be treated successfully
-- especially if detected early

NOMA
CALL TOLL FREE FOR
APPOINTMENT
Local:
753-0604
In Kentucky:
1-800-599-9240
Out of State:
1-800-755-1248

Horoscope
THL RSDAN.FEBRL ARY 6.1992
(For our personallied (hub. Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your ow n
date ot binh. call I-44)0-'00+ 77XS. Your phone conipany vt ill bill you 95 cents
a minute I
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE people who still indulge in it. SelfNEXT YEAR OF 1•01 It LIFE: discipline is the price of success.
I ake a fly ing leap out tit the starting Brighten your home with flowers or
a fresh Coat of paiitt.
change of career or new
cats.'
IRGO( Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Show
business alliance w ill bring many
your heartfelt appreciation tor favors
benefits next month. Submit an outline or manuscript to a publisher in and those who have helped you once
will do so again! Close a -deal that
Slay real'v e endeavors will be nchly
rewarded. lose blossoms in the promises to be highly profitable.
LIBRA Sept. 23-Oct. 221:
summer v. hen an older person decides
to play Cupidwindfall or inherit- Patching up a friendship will take
arke means greater financial security time and effort. A member of the
next September Help out with fam- opposite sex plays an important role
ily problems in late tall. December is in your success. Visit a favorite
bookstore. Self-help v olumes are
a great time tor a spei. at reunion
worth the cost.
CELEBRITIEs
JilL hi it 1 oni
SCORPI01(kt.23-Nov. 21 ): Be
THIS DATE: tie
Brokaw. singer Natalie Cole. former careful about making a commitment
President Ronald Reagan. actor Mike you may not want to keep. True love
can surely withstand the test of time.
Farrell.
A partner's needs may outweigh your
ARIES I March 21 April 191: A
monetary setback is possible unless own. Listen to your better nature.
SAGITTARIUS I NOS. 22-Dec.
you stay on your toes. Act quickly it
you sense a threat to your resources. 2 I 1: Follow your usual prudent course
Friends who try to impose on you are and you will strengthen an existing
financial arrangement. Elopes based
not worth helping.
TAURIS (April 20-May 201: It on logic can he fulfilled. I.imit your
spending to essentials.
I'. sometimes necessary to sa% Thu
CAPRICORN( Dec.22-Jan. I9:
Stand y our ground and ref use to budge
an inch. Entertaining at home may be Matters that Call for action should not
less expensive than going out this be set aside for another day . Weigh
your options carefully before making
coming weekend.
GEMINI ( May 21 -June 2111: A a choice. A friend offers wonderful
financial proposition you receive now ads ice. follow it.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 2(1-Feb. 18):
may. not bear close scrutiny. Do not
commit your resources to a dubious Go slow. There is a right and wrong
project. Turn on the charm when moment to press your case. Intimate
dealing-with someone who holds an surroundings and soft music put you
in a romantic mood. Be sure you are
important position.
CANCER (lune 2l -Jul', 221: A reading mates signals correctly .
PISCES(Feb:19-March 201: Ask
new venture in 'art or business get
our partner before you run up bills.
the green light If somebody is
promising you the moon, ills time to buy insurance coverage or dabble in
stop. look and listen. Keep surplus investments. Having two sources of
income is a blessing. Be more discreet
funds in the bank.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22 If trying about your love life.
to break a had habit, steer clear of
TODAY'S CHILDREN have a real knack for sizing up people and must
learn to follow their instincts. Eager for praise. they must guard against flatterers with ulterior motives. Born scholars. these Aquarians will also do
well in business or politics. Well-read and polite. these Aquarians make an
excellent impression on job interviews. They know exactly what to say 10 'os In
over a prospective employer.
.Tii order a re•osed and updated tops 111 'cane lb IlUfl • hest•selling hook "Yesterdas. I,idas and Fl nes rr
Hon .Astrologs Can Help You Find `row Plase in God's Plan send Sk 95 plus Si postage and hAndltrig
BM 4191 SO. Kansas (Nis Mn N.1141 Make chests pasable to
Dixon, On Andrews and MsMeel P
Andrews And M. Neel

IS

BAR-B-O
BURGERS )

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHT BUFFET

•

r

Bar B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish I
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Food Bar - Salad 1 ,
'
Includes Drink
Bar. Dessert Bar
•

Sway

SCREENING CONDUCTED BY APPOINTMENT DURING FEBRUARY.
SPONSORED

BY:

A Urology Associates-H.S. Jackson, Jr., M.D.
A Dianon Laboratories

300 South 8th Street, Suite 107E
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-753-0604
Call: Monday - Fnday, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

What's the most frequent
sounds you'll hear from a
newspaper reader?
(Hint: It's not the flick of a button)

It's Snip, Clip, Rip
• Last month, 1,993,777 Kentucky shoppers snipped, clipped and ripped newspaper
coupons and ads from Kentucky newspapers.
That's right, almost 2 million Kentuckians.
Snip, Clip, Rip — pleasant sounds when you're a newspaper advertiser. Because
your message gets action. Results. Used.
Before you send your advertising dollars packing, invest your money wisely, invest
in newspaper advertising. 1.9 million Kentucky shoppers can't be wrong.. and you
won't either by putting your message right in the hands of your customers.

Newspaper advertising -it doesn't stop
with the flick of a button.

Mtierray Ledger & Times
(502) 753-1916

This Week's S•ecial
'January, 1991, Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky, The Preston Croup, Lexington
Sponsored by the Kentucky Press Assodation

Large BBC)
& Fries
11011 Chsiernit
7

This is a quick, painless and free blood test.

Plow Ain't Fancy But
,

Sho Is Good Food

-—

vi
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Looking Back

rodav in I listory
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 5, the 36th day of 1992. There are 330 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 5, 1937, President Franklin D. Roosevelt proposed adding up
to six more justices to the U.S. Supreme Court, resulting in accusations
that he was trying to pack the court with members who would uphold his
New Deal legislation. (The Senate defeated the proposal the following
July.)
On this date:
In 1631, the founder of Rhode Island, Roger Williams, and his wife
arrived in Boston from England.
In 1962, 30 years ago, French President *larks De Gaulle called for
Algeria's independence.
In 1973, services were held at Arlington National Cemetery for Army
Lt. Col. William B. Nolde, the last American soldier killed before the
Vietnam cease-fire.
In 1981, a military jury in North Carolina convicted Marine Pfc. Robert
Garwood of collaborating with the enemy while a prisoner of war in
Vietnam.
In 1983, former Nazi Gestapo official Klaus Barbie, expelled from
Bolivia, was brought to Lyon, France, to stand trial for alleged war
crimes.
In 1986, President Reagan announced he had directed Surgeon General
C. Everett Koop to prepare "a major report to the American people" concerning the deadly disease AIDS.
Ten years ago: The Reagan administration unveiled its federal budget
for fiscal 1983 totaling $757.6 billion and containing a projected deficit of
$91.5 billion.
Five years ago: The Dow Jones industrial average ended the day above
the 2,200 level for the first time, closing at 2,201.49.
One year ago: President Bush announced he was sending Defense Secretary Dick Cheney and Gen. Colin L. Powell, chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, to the Gulf war zone to assess how the U.S.-led offensive
was progressing.
Today's Birthdays: Comedian-actor Red Buttons is 73. New York
Times chairman Arthur Ochs Sulzberger is 66. The Rev. Andrew M.
Greeley is 64. Baseball hall-of-famer Hank Aaron is 58. Actor Stuart
Damon is 55. Financial writer Jane Bryant Quinn is 53. Football hall-oflamer Roger Staubach is 50. Actress Charlotte Rampling is 46. Actress
Barbara Hershey is 44.
Thought for Today: "No human creature can give orders to love." —
George Sand, French author (1804-1876).

SMS Gayle Tommy Thompson,
Ten years ago
of Mrs. Winnie Edwards of Rt.
son
Christi Hale, daughter of Eddie
Clyde and Darlene Hale, was 1, Dexter, and the late Ernest
crowned as Calloway County High Thompson, has been reported
School Homecoming Basketball wounded in action in Bien Hoa,
Queen. Her attendants were Lisa Vietnam. He is 37 and a career
Hale, daughter of Dwayne and man with the U.A. Air Force.
The trailer home of Richard FraJanice Hale; Leigh Harmon,
daughter of James and JoAnn Har- zier at Fox Meadows was damaged
mon; Regina Morris, daughter of by fire on Feb. 2.
Optimist Bill Daugherty spoke
Max and Shirley Morris; LaDona
"The Philosophy of Optimist
on
Overbey, daughter of Don and Judy
at a meeting of MurInternational"
daughter
Hoke,
Dana
and
Overbey;
ray
Club, according to
Optimist
of Jackie and Linda Hoke.
Bill
president.
club
Cherry,
Conway Twitty, country music
In high school basketball games,
vocalist, presented two performances on Jan. 31 at Lovett Audi- Murray High beat South Marshall
and North Marshall beat Calloway
torium, Murray State University.
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Doores will County. High team scorers were
be married for 60 years on Feb. 11. Dean Willis for Murray High,
Ruby Mae Jones was the winner Cothran for South Marshall, Phelps
of the handmade quilt given away for North Marshall and Greg Howby Murray-Calloway County ard for Calloway County.
Thirty years ago
Senior Citizens.
W. Mercer is now
Capt.
Charles
Twenty years ago

stationed with the Medical Division Boy Scouts of Murray and Calloof the Air Force at Glasgow, Mont. way County was concluded Feb. 4
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. with a "Porch Light" Campaign
from 4 to 6 p.m., according to Mrs.
Charles Mercer of Murray.
In high school basketball games, Robert Miller, committee chairCalloway County beat Fulton City, man. A kick-off breakfast was at
the National Hotel, according to
Benton Murray High, and South
George E. Overbey, campaign
Marshall beat College High. High
team scorers were Jimmy Wilson chairman.
The Murray Hospital has recenfor Calloway, Covington for Fultly purchased a resuscitator for the
ton, Neimi for Benton, Richard
use of its doctdors in saafeguarding
Hurt for Murray High, Jones for
South Marshall and Mitch Gibbs the lives of newborn infants. Pictured are Amy Nichols, R.N.,
for College High.
Susan Munday, daughter of Mr. director of nursing, and Nancy
and Mrs. Ray Munday, is a student Mohundro of obstetrical
at Lindenwood College, St. Char- department.
Mr. and Mrs. B.F. Scherffius and
les, Mo.
Dr. C.S. Lowry discussed "Pros- the Rev. and Mrs. Orval Austin of
pects for 1962" at a meeting of College Presbyterian are attending
Alpha Department of Murray a meeting of Presbytery and PreWoman's Club, according to Betty sbyterial today in Hopkinsville.
Murray High School Tigers beat
Hornsby, department chairman.
Forty years ago
Mayfield Cardinals in a basketball
The one day financial drive for game.

Dear Abby
that we go out and buy some beer
and ice cream because we didn't have
any on hand.
Well, you won't believe this, but
after they got home, she cut out a
newspaper article titled, "Cleaning
Your Waterbed So It Won't Smell,"
and sent it to us. (The smell was
coming from her own bad breath; her
teeth are so bad, it's affected her
health.)
As soon as we got her letter telling us they were coming again this
year, we wrote back and told her not
to come because we still had the
waterbed, which they did not care

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
have a couple of unwanted visitors
coming to visit us. They are coming
even though I wrote and told them
not to come! These people are the
rudest guests I have ever known, or
heard of. Their last visit was the
straw that broke the camel's back.
We live in a one-bedroom condo,
so we gave up our only bed — a
waterbed — so they could spend three
nights with us. We tried to sleep on
a sectional sofa,and it was miserable.
During their visit, the husband
monopolized our only TV set to watch
his sports shows. He also requested

for.
Would you believe,she wrote back
saying she had spoken with my
mother and "promised" to stop by to
say hello? Abby, I know this woman,
and she will come with her suitcase
and ask to stay for a "few days." I
prefer never to see this nervy couple
again. Please tell me what to do.
PEEVED IN FLORIDA
DEAR PEEVED:What's wrong
with the truth? Telephone or
write to this overbearing couple
and tell them emphatically that
you do not want them to stop by

Daily Comics
BLONDIE
AND I'LL
RAISE YOU

I'LL BET AN'/THING IN
THE WORLD YOU'RE

I THINK
YOU'RE
BLUFFING

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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CONFIDENTIAL TO "NOTHING TO LIVE FOR IN ATLANTA": No one ever collapsed
under the burdens of a single
day. It is when the burdens of
tomorrow are added to it that it
becomes unbearable. Live one
day at a time — it's all we have
that is a certainty, anyway.
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Want your phone to ring? Get Abby's
booklet."How to Be Popular"-for people
ofall ages.To order,send along. businesssize, self-addressed envelope, plus check
or money order for $3.95($4.50 in Canada
to: Dear Abby, Popularity Booklet, P.O.
Box 447,Mount Morris,111.81054.(Postage
is included.

CATHY
HAVE YOU EVER CALLED\
A MAN WHEN 'IOU
WERE IN Tsis STATE
OF MIND AND NOT
REGRETTED IT?

HAVE 'IOU EVER FELT
THIS WAY AND NOT
TOTALLV HUMILIATED
YOURSELF ?

NO.

ItAS ANYTHING IN YOUR
LIFE MADE 'IOU FEEL
THAT cALLINo Him Now
WOULD 8E. AANTHING
LESS THAN A DISASTER?

THEN, BY ALL
MEANS, GIVE
HIM A CALL!

I LOVE A
FRIEND WHO'S
WILLING TO
LOOK PAST THE
OBVIOUS

Dr. Gott

"Hey ... this could be the chief."

44'

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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Crosswords
ACROSS

FOR

DEAR ABBY: I am a 50-year-old
woman, and I need you to settle a
disagreement I am having with my
husband.He positively hates it when
I shave my legs! I was taught by my
mother that hairy legs are unsightly
on a woman,so I started to shave my
legs in my late teens. I have dark
• brown hair which is very noticeable.
My husband is dead set against
my shaving my legs, but I can't wear
shorts or a short dress with hairy
legs. We have compromised; I wear
slacks all winter and shave my legs
only in the summer.
He says if I love him, I will do
whatever makes him happy,and not
care what other people or etiquette
dictate.
Abby, I feel like a slob with hairy
legs. My husband reads your column
every day and I have decided to g3
with your decision. I'll bet other
readers have this problem. Please
help.
A.E.W. IN STANLEY, N.Y.

* 5 *

AS

4-0lit 555•50astwint•-•51

to say hello. And if they ignore
your wishes and stop by anyway,
say hello and goodbye while they
are standing in your doorway,
but do not allow them to carry a
piece ofluggage into your house,
or you'll be stuck with these insensitive pests again.

DEAR A.E.W.: I say, if your
husband really loves you,he will
want you to do whatever makes
you happy.

CALVIN and HOBBES

• airipl

PAGE 71

BETTER or

1 Barnyard
cry
4 Pitcher
8 Butter
squares
12 Mont Blanc
for one
13 Evaluate
14 Mormon
State
15 Keep
17 Tub
19 Myself
20 Anger
21 Bright star
22 Sleeping
article
23 Wild plum
25 Devoured
26 Father
27 Summer
highlight
28 Key lime 29 Wild
32 Running
33 Mexican
dishes

FOR WORSE
mFIN,IF IT WAS MY DU?
uvy,S4-SEC7 BE SCREWING
BLUE MURDER SHE'D
CALL ME EVERYTHING IN
E "THE E3CCK!-SHE b

GARFIELD
wHEN You THINK THEY
HAVE TELEVI9EP EVERY SPORT..

THERE'S
BLINDFOLDED
PARTS

YOW

1

35 "- Law"
36 Bicycle lever
38 Cut
39 Child's game
40 Early morn
41 Morning
moisture
42 Lairs
43 "Crime
doesn't -"
45 Marry
46 Alcoholic
beverage
47 Spanish
article
48 Lamprey
49 Taper
52 Couch
54 musical
instrument
56 Consume
57 Rend
58 Grafted:
heraldry
59 Grain

1

2

000 D0000 000
000 00000 OMM
00000 0000000
0000 00U
0000E10 OU0UM
00 00000 0000
UOM 011000 00611
0000 00000 00
UOiUo D Gimpulla
000 000
UOU0OU 019000
000 1310000 DUO
MOU 0000D 000
3 Choice
4 One of
HOMES
5 Pale
6 Latin
conjunction
7 Song-anddance act
8 Deposit

DOWN
1 Deface
2 Bullfight cry
4

3

5

6

7

8

17

16

15

23

PEANUTS

22

•

33

S.

49

•

53

54

57

UUU

58

55

58
59

9 Near
11
10 Domesticate
Lean-to
16 Exist
18 Article
21 Emitted
vapor
22 Tavern
23 Hatt
24 Path
25 Direct at
target
26 Footlike part
28 Crony
29 Indefinite
number
30 Wolfhound
31 Falls behind
33 Scottish cap
34 Base
37 24 hours
39 Fragile
41 Dig with a
spade
42 Noise
43 Nuisance
44 Medicinal
plant
45 '- Are the

U.

UUU

46

52
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42

as

47

-

39

45

44

31

35

41

ao
43

34

38

37

36

ao

29

28

32

YOU'RE STILL IN
THE SAME BLOCK!

26

25

24

27

4'

11

19

18

21

•

10

20UU

z5

DON'T STAND 50 CLOSE
TO ME I DON'T WANT
ANYONE TO KNOW
YOU'RE MY BROTI-IER'

9

14

13

12
57

Answer to Previous Puzzle

50

51

'wind
W
46 Strong
earing
cl
48 Hearing
49 Temporary
Song
organ50
51 Parisian
season
ID
53
55 At home

DEAR DR. GOTT: I wish to know
why you, who apparently has no expertise on the subject, denounce the
Mexican cancer clinics as a cruel
hoax and hogwash. I personally know
people who traveled to such clinics after having been given death sentences
of several months by "realistic doctors." Years later these people are
alive and well. Medical journals will
not print favorable reports on alternatiVe therapies because their advertisers are all pharmaceutical companies. I just hope I'm around long
enough to see a concern for life outweigh a desire for money in this great
land.
DEAR READER: I denounce Mexican cancer clinics as hoaxes and hogwash because that's just what they
are. They don't do any more than separate gullible and desperate people
from their dollars
Also. I don't buy the testimonial
method of judging cancer cures. Some
people recover from cancer without
treatment; others may recover after
placebo therapy. The vast majority of
Mexican-clinic cancer patients die of
their disease, poorer but not always
wiser.
This scam is no improvement over
the old days when snake-oil was
hawked from the back of buckboards.
Today. cancer treatment with surgery, radiation or chemotherapy is
based on sound scientific principles.
Reputable medical journals do not
report on "favorable" cases because
such cases are few and far between.
Forget that bunk about the advertisers in medical journals, they have
nothing to do with the content of the
magazines.
You ought to be ashamed of yourself for falling for such an obvious
money-making scheme. In this generation of mass communication, there's
no excuse to return to pre-scientific
medicine, as you seem bent on doing.
I. too, hope you're around long
enough to see a concern for life. But I
wouldn't bet on your longevity if you
choose to check into a Mexican clinic;
THAT's where the real desire for
money is.

4.
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Romer says he was trying to
get equal time for democrats
easier for the governors to have
frank exchanges.
"I was embarrassed," Ashcroft
said. "We were in the White
House and he countermanded the
direction of the president. In my
office, I except to be able to direct
affairs and I am sure Gov. Romer,
in his office, doesn't allow people
to come in and change the rules."
Earlier, at the conference's closing session, Iowa's Republican
Gov. Terry Branstad said he was
"troubled by the confrontation" at
the White House. But Democratic
Gov. Ann Richards of Texas said
the governors "can't just sit here
and hear no evil, see no evil, speak
no evil just because somebody got
their nose bent out of joint."
Romer said there were about 25

WASHINGTON (AP) — Colorado Gov. Roy Romer said Tuesday
he didn't mean to upstage President
Bush when he lambasted the president's economic plan at a White
House meeting, but was just trying
to get equal time for Democrats.
"I did the right thing," Romer,
the incoming chairman of the
National Governors' Association,
said at a news conference as the
group ended its midwinter meeting
here.
But the outgoing chairman,
Republican Gov. John Ashcroft of
Missouri, said he was embarrassed
by Romer's action. White House
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater called
it a cheap trick.
Bush, traveling in Florida, told
reporters at a supermarket exhibition that he had "no hard feelings"
about criticism from Romer and
other Democratic governors at the
White House on Monday.
The set-to erupted as television
lights were turned off and reporters
were excused, the usual White
House procedure, after Bush had
made a statement opening what
otherwise was to be a closed
meeting.
Romer asked that the media not
leave and then launched an assault,
saying Bush's $1.52 trillion budget
contained $40 billion in
"gimmicks."
Fitzwater told reporters in Orlando that "the easiest and cheapest
trick in the world is to be rude to
the president to try to get on the
news."
Romer said governors need to be
able to meet vett Bush on "equal
ground."
"The questions I asked the president were not designed to embarrass or upstage," he said. "If the
cameras are going to roll when the
president is speaking. the cameras
ought to roll when another point of
view is available."
Ashcroft said meetings between
the governors and the president are
private, under an agreement reached several years ago, to make it

Democratic governors at the White
Hoase.
"For us to have sat there on our
hands and not raised those questions could well have implied consent or agreement to the message
being delivered," he said.

FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
We Accept Food Stomps & WIC Vouchers
12th St. at Storey Ave.

A&A
Auto Rental

Tomato Juice

E

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your tomenience Now Oilers

UPS Pick-Up II
m.t. 9 a.m.Ht

t4 p m

041 N..

Grapefruit Juice
...z.

Crackers

UPS

...... . . . .

.

49

16 oz.

.

Wylwood W.K. or Cream Style

Corn

•••••

111191umed

• -...e..
•• •
16'/2 oz.

Ross Insurance Agency

25'

Halstead

Pork and Beans
16 oz.

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

49'

Ralston Saltine

Wmissnif or.

/

Hilltop Mills
SELF'RISING
FLOIJIMV1,•-"

Flour
5 Lb

65'

•••••.

Jiffy

Corn Muffin Mix

' PORK*

81/2 oz.

25'

753-0489

6th & Main
•

Del Pino's

3 PRICES
56OUR
7534
CAN'T BEAT

Installation
and Service

Spaghetti Sauce
.0.99'

YOU

"Check Us Out."

Rare, specially
trained pooch
found in park

D&W Auto Glass Shop

PARK CITY, Ky.(AP) — A
specially trained dog that was
missing since it fled the scene of
an auto accident more than a
wait ago was discovered within
15 miles of where she
disappeared.
The dog, named Nicole, is
one of the first generation of a
new breed known as a "Chance
Bear." Nicole is one of only 21
such dogs in the world and is
specially trained to provide
emotional support to disabled
owners.
The dog's trainer. Steve
Brown, who flew down from
Maine last week to help with the
search, walked into the Mammoth Cave National Park Monday morning and started calling
the dog's name.
Brown said the dog came running out of the woods.
Nicole ran away from the
scene of an accident involving
her owner, Joan Morgan of Wisconsin. Morgan, who is disabled, was injured along with her
husband and son their van over:timed on Interstate 65 near Park
City on Jan. 23.
Emergency officials at the
scene tried to catch Nicole, but
she eluded them. '
Brown said the dog appeared
to be uninjured, but its hair was
a mess and it was quite hungry.
He also credited the people in
south-central Kentucky with
helping him find Nicole.
-Some of them rode with me
every night. A lot of them were
out searching on their own. I
believe if this happened any
other place in the country, we
wouldn't have found her. But
the people here — they were
special,' he said.

•

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those whonvhslAvhere questions
about your new cdy?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, it's my job to help you
get over the hurdles of being a
newcomer
By bringing you some usaul
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
n•ighborhood. And mote. Coll—

koessal Karr. °Lewd. I33-30,1
Hemel Oink*, 10/19 1•2111111M1

Country
Ham
69

Spaghetti A

512 S. 12th St., Murray

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODYS PRICE

$

16 oz.

Lb.

:i
Kurtz Tomato

Catsup

-

28 Oz. Squeeze Bottle

89

Turkeys
•

10-14 Lb.

Ranch House

CASH DISCOUNTS
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
SAME DAY DELIVERY
NO WAITING FOR CALL BACK

69

Steak Sauce
100z.

$129

.

Williams

LAKE REGION PROPANE GAS

Sausage

.
ow*

Hwy. 80 East, Hardin, KY
(1) 354-8011
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Lb
$139
Reelfoot Whole or Half
Ready-To-Eat

Bananas

s,

3

SWetheart Saturday
FEBRUARY 8TH

1111111001,

Ham

Lb.

IT-GAMES PAYING $300.00
(
3 SPECIALS PAYING $500.00
Prairie Farms

I2500 COVERALL]

IP

DOORS OPEN AT 4:00 P.M.
SERVING ITALIAN BEEF SANDWICHES

MIAMI INDIAN
247-8537
BINGOS!!!

715 i.. IbUidon
1118,1114, Ky

, *NOW WITH MONITOR

c—ViciRnW997L

Clifty Farms

Perfecto

FOR SALE
*N
(
NEW JPROPANE GAS TANKS
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61/2 oz.

Fruit Valley Pink

... . .

...M.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
sat
753,13811
I)Rmpi Plaza

Chunk

Tuna

alibi

69'

East Main St.
will
753-4461

Daih Nlonda - Frida
Ship %%eckl & Sa‘e money

-

46 oz.

Holland Motor Sales
-7
.A

Ulykuoad
""1 h

Wylwood

•Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean, Dependable Cars
-Call Us For Rates

„lea maid

•••

1
'
•

4

Coke

ottage Cheese
$149

12 Pk. Can Products
$309

24 oz.

ed.

C31

Coke

Prairie Farms

Orange Juice

IL
A—

2 Liter Products
(rva•

1/2 Gal $159

•

$149

